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lie thesis presents a theoretical development cf a defi-
nition cf administrative control and its applicability to
the Karire Corps. Ihe authors conclude that: (1) adminis-
trative controls are these predetermined controls that give
purpose, direction, and meaning to an organization; <2)
administrative ccntrcls are reflected in three dimensions:
first, as organizaticn controls; second, as operating
contrcls; and, third, as information system controls; and
(3) administra tive ccntrols are inseparable from management
contrcls. Ihe authors recommend: (1) expanding command/
management input in the design of management irfcrmation
systems to improve their effectiveness; £2) increasing tour
lengths for commanding officers to permit the effective
implementation and operation of a management control
program; (3) courses of instruction for all managers at all
levels; and, (4) procedures he developed to ensure the posi-
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A. fOFICSI
£ince tie irception of officially recognized internal
contrcl systems, there has teen difficulty in segregating
and defining internal administrative controls from internal
accounting controls. Because of the familiarity with
accourtirg control and the relative ease with which the lack
cf this control can re quantified, both civilian managers
and nilitary commanders have continued to emphasize its
importance. This overshadowing of administrative control
has resulted at the cutset from the independent auditing
profession's insistarce that the aggregate of administrative
controls do not impact on the fair presentation of financial
statements. This lack of concern for the administrative
contrcl process has carried over into the Federal Government
until recent tines. As a result of the renewed eaphasis
placed en loth internal accounting and internal administra-
tive controls, the existing definition and associated
guidance must be expanded to take into account the increased
size, diversity, and complexity of organizations which must
now inplement administrative control systems. The purpose
cf this thesis is tc develop an operational definition of
internal ad Din is tra five control relative to the Marine Ccips
and tc clarify and initiate guidance and techniques for use
ry cenmanders in the implementation of these systems.
E. SCCEI ABD flETHCDCICGY
Shis thesis will provide a definition of the phrase
"internal administrative control", currently utilized ry the
Federal Government in its effort to improve efficiency and

effectiveness in government agencies, and reduce tie inci-
dence cf waste, fraud and abuse. The phrase will te cpera-
tionalized for the Marine Corps to assist comEanders/
managers at all levels of the organization in implementing
internal ccntrol programs.
lie historical development of the phrase "internal
administrative conticl" (from the American Institute of
Certiiied Public Accountants (AICPA) and the indeperdent
auditor in the private sector to the issuance of Office cf
aanagemert and Budget (0il3) Circular A-123 and the passage
cf the federal aanacer's financial Integrity Act and its
impact en the public sector) lays the groundwork fcx the
analysis of the nature cf ccntrcl and the concept of manage-
ment ccntrcl. These concepts are important factors in the
definitional development of "internal administrative
control" as the structure and process of organizations.
Ihese elements will te discussed utilizing Mintzberg's nodel
as developed in his text, The St ructuring cf Organizations.
2odels developed by Daiton and Hopwood establishing the
types cf organizational controls, and the theoretical frame-
work ci Anthony's Planning and Control System in conjunction
liith Mautz's research entitled Internal Control in U.S.
Cor pcraticns: The State of the Art will refine the discus-
sion cf ccntrol and nanagement control to internal adminis-
trative ccntrol.
The resultant definition will be opera tionalized for
application in the Marine Corps by translating the acadecic
theory and concepts into a practical form for use by the
Marine Corps in today's public sector control environment.
Some technigues and methodologies for i aplementing "internal
administrative control" systems will also te developed.
Ihe research consisted mainly of a literary search in
the areas cf control, management control, and internal
1C

control. 2he operational! zing of the definition was accom-
plished through a review of Marine Corps activities' direc-
tives en the subject, analysis cf a subsequent questionnaire
completed Jby personnel responsible for system implementation
at tie Marire Corps activity level, and the transformation
cf theoretical concept into practical application- The
guesticmaire is provided as Appendix B. An executive
summary is provided as Appendix H.
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11m BIS1C.EICAI DEJJICPHEM1 CF INTEBNA1 ADfllNISlBMIVJ
CCS1BOI
A. ETiCIDIlCN 13 THE IBI7ATI SECIOfi
Neitier the concern over internal control in both the
private cr public sectors, nor the difficulty in determining
the substance surrounding the definition of internal admin-
istrative control are new issues. The American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) codified ten Generally
Accented Auditing Standards in 1973. This codification
resulted in Statement of Auditing Standard (SAS) 1 which
levied responsibility on the independent auditor tc neview
the accumulated evidence in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and to issue an unbiased opinion
en the fair presentation of the financial statements ci the
business firm. Cne cf the ten standards states:
There is to he a proper study and evaluation cf the
existing internal control as a basis for reliance
thereon and for the de termination of the resultant
extent of the tests to which auditing procedures are tc
be restricted. [Eef- 1]
Ihe promulgation cf SAS 1 was the culmination cf a leng
standing disagreement within the auditing profession over
the definition cf internal control and its applicability to
the independent auditor. The AICPA formally adopted the
following definition cf internal control in 1949 as:
Internal control comprises the plan cf organizaticn and
all the coordinate methods and measures adapted within a
business to safeguard its assets, check the accuracy and
reliability of its accounting data, promote operational
efficiency, and encourage adherence to prescribed mana-
gerial policies. £Eef. 2]
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Considered to be too broad a definition for auditing
purposes, the AICIA further refined the definition to
accounting controls and administrative controls, aid in 1S53
published tie following:
Internal control, ii the broad sense, includes: ccntxcl
wile's may Ue characterized as either accounting or
administrative as follows
:
Accou nti ng con trols comprise the plan of organi2aticn
ana" a~U~ the me1fEocs and procedures that are concerned
mainly with, and relate directly to, the safeguarding of
assets and the reliability of rinancial records, Ihey
generally include such controls as the systems or
authorization and approval, separation of duties
concerned with reccrd keeping ana accounting reports
iron these corcerred with operations or asset custody,
physical ccntrcls ever assets, and internal auditing.
Administr ati ve controls compromise the plan of organiza-
tion cr ail *TEe~ methods and procedures that are
cencerred mainly with operational efficiency and adher-
ence to managerial policies and usually relate crly
indirectly to the financial records. They generally
include such ccntrcls as statistical analysis, time and
motion studies, performance reports, employee traininc
programs, and guality controls- £Ref- 3]
lie scope of the independent auditor's res ponsirility
was limited to the evaluation of internal accounting
controls and the profession continued to practice this
narrower cencept despite warnings from roth internal and
external sources. As a result of numerous legal cases which
found deficiencies in the independent auditor's evaluation
of managemect control, the AIC2A issued a clarification of
the twe types of internal control in 1972:
Administrative ccnjrol includes, but is not limited to,
t"He plan cT~organization and the procedures and records
that are concerned with the decision processes leading
to management's a tthorizaticn of transactions. Such
authorization is a management function directly associ-
ated with the responsibility for achieving the direc-
tives cf the organization ana is the starting pcint for
estallishing accourting control of transactions.
Accounting control comprises the plan of organization
an"a~fle procedures and records that are concerned with
the saieguardirg cf assets and the reliability of finan-




-transactions are executed in accordance with
managezent's general or specific authorization.
-transactions are recorded as necessarv (1) tc
pernit preparation cf financial statements in conformity
witi generally accepted accounting principles ci any
other criteria applicable to such statements and (2) tc
maintain accountability of its assets.
-Access to assets is permitted only in accordance
with maiagement* s authorization.
lie recorded accountability for assets is
compared with the existing assets at reasonable inter-
vals and appropriate action is taken with respect tc anv
differences. £Sef. 4]
In 1577, the ilCEA issued SAS 20 which required the
independent auditor tc test only those internal acccunting
contrcls relied upon in the conduct of the audit and to
report significant weaknesses tc management. SAS 2C did
not, however, require auditors to evaluate the totality of
contrcls present in the organization under generally
accepted auditing standards.
The foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) was passed late
in 1S77 in response to the Securities and Exchange
Commission's (SEC) continued ccncern over direct cr indirect
payments tc foreign and domestic government officials to
influence tie conduct cf business. The FCPA mandates that
companies .keep financial records wnich, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect transactions and asset
dispositions, and, maintain a system of internal accounting
control sufficient tc provide reasonable assurance that the
broad objectives cf internal accounting contrcl are
achieved. The Act also prohibits payments to foreign offi-
cials, parties, or candidates for the purpose of crtaining
rusiness, and holds corporate management responsitle for
corrupt payments even if they are not directly involved.
Beacticns to the FCPA are varied. Some companies have
intensified efforts to review and strengthen internal
contrcl practices; ethers have taken steps to build a
1i*

defense against any future charges of non-compliance with
the ICP2 even if such steps achieve minimal/ if any,
improvement in internal contiol.
E. IK1CIIO IN THE EUBIIC SECTOR
The institution cf internal contrcl requirements in the
public sectcr closely followed the 1949 AICPA pronouncement
en interral control. The Eudget and Accounting Act cf 1950
directed the heads cf federal agencies to establish and
maintain systems of internal ccntrol- This Act included not
enly internal ccntrol systems concerned with full disclosure
cf an agency's financial results, financial information for
management, reliable accounting results, and integration cf
agency and Department of the Treasury accounting systems,
tut also ccntrol systems dealing with agency accountability
cf property assets and funds. Thus, as far back as 1950,
the federal government had enacted legislation directed at
ensuring the establishment cf systems of internal accounting
controls with little regard for internal administrative
controls.
The Inspector-General Act of 1978 created
Inspector-General offices in some 12 executive departments
and agencies as a means to comrat fraud, waste, and abuse in
the federal government. While the Department of Eefense
(DoD) was initially exempt frcm this legislation because of
the pre-existence cf inspectcr-general positions in the
nilitaiy departments, a modification to the Act in 1982
resulted in the development of a separate civilian
inspector-general position in EcD.
lie Eeagan Administration's Eeform •88 initiatives
presented a long-term progran cf improvement which chal-
lenged government to operate its administrative systems as
efficiertly as successful organizations in the public and
15

private sectors. The Deputy Director of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) issued a statement on Sefcrm '33
as fellows:
Internal controls are safeguards that any efficient
organization must have. Assurance that these safeguards
are in place in the agencies is a basic prerequisite tc
achieving the President's gcal of a modernized, effi-
cient government— the goal of Reform '88. [Bef, 5]
The impetus of the Refers '88 program renewed and
incr€ased emphasis ci the establishment cf complete internal
contrcl systems in the Federal government to include roth
accourting and administrative controls. As a result cf the
Presidential initiative, guidance was provided by the
Executive Eranch in the form of 0M3 "Circular A-123. The
impact cf A-123 was not felt until Congress passed the
federal Manager's Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) which put
teeth in the Circular by (1) requiring OMB and the
Comptroller General tc develop guidelines for the evaluation
cf interral control systems, (2) requiring evaluation cf
agency's systems of internal control in accordance with the
guidelines, (3) reguiring the head of each executive agency
to repcrt annually tc the President and the Congress indi-
cating whether the agency's internal controls comply with
the Comptroller General's guidelines, and (4) reguiring
agencies tc identify material internal control weaknesses
and the plans for correcting those weaknesses in their
annual report. Ihe outcome of the FI1FIA was the issuance of
the Comptroller General's guidelines and the revision cf C3B
Circular 5-123 tc include the recently published Comptroller
General Standards for Internal Control. The Circular
continues tc direct the requirement of both internal admin-
istrative and accounting controls, but the familiar emphasis
en accounting controls has continued to overshadow the
satisfactory development of administrative control systems.
16

CUB Circular A-122, for example, provided the fcllcwicg
definition for interral contrcl:
Tie plan cf organi2ation of all the methods and measures
adopted fcithii an agency to safeguard its rescuicss,
assure adequacy axd reliability of its information,
assure adherence tc applicable laws, regulations and
policies, and prcncte operational economy and effi-
ciency. £Eef. 6
j
While prescribing the policy that all agencies would
maintain effective systems cf internal accounting and admin-
istrative control, CMB's definition merely exchanged the
phrase ".-.reliability cf accounting data..." with
".. .reliability cf irf orma tion. . . " in an attempt to adapt
the 1 S 4 S 5ICPA definition tc include internal administrative
ccntrcl requirements. A revision of the Circular, issued on
16 August 1S83, narrowed the original Circular definition to
one mere closely aligned to the AICPA's 1953 representation
cf acccuxting controls.
LcL provided no additional guidance relative tc internal
administrative ccntrcl in its Directive 7040.6, Int ersal
Contrcl Systems. Beiteratirg the 0^3 definition, the direc-
tive assigned internal contrcl responsibilities fcr the
conduct cf the prograa wither the Department. An unpub-
lished draft revision to 7040-6 has adopted the rarrcwer
concept cf internal control expounded by the revised 5-123
Circular. A notable change, however, is that DcD chose to
retitle the draft Eanage irent C ontrol in an attempt to
reflect the all enconpassing aspects of tie internal control
process.
Secretary of the ^avy Instruction (SfCNAVINST) 52CC.35,





(1) internal controls apply to all programs and func-
tions (i.e. a they are not applicarie solely tc thefinancial management area) , and
17

(2) implementing and carrying out an internal centre!
prcgrai is managements 1 responsibility. £Ref. 7]
Expardirg the original versions of both OUB and loD
defiritiens of interral control, the Instruction supports
the trcader connotation of internal control and adds that
interral controls are synonomous with management ccntrcls:
Internal ccntrcls aie the plan of organization and all
of the metheds and aeasures adopted within the
Department of the fcavy{DaN) to:
-Safeguard resources ard assure the accuracy and
reliability of information (accounting controls)
-
.assure adhereice tc applicable laws, regulations
and pclicies and promote operational economy and effi-
ciency (administrative controls)
Internal ccntrcls are management controls and apply tc
the entire range of Lot programs and functicis.
[fief. 8]
In response to iecuirecents of higher headquar ters to
ensure protection against waste, fraud, and abuse, the
Marine Ccrps has continued the application of the trcader
definition of interral control. Marine Corps Order (liCO)
700 0.15, Establishment and Maint enance of Internal Cc rtiol
S yst ecs, provides additional clarification of interral
administrative ccntrcls:
Administr ati ve Control. Administrative control provides
t"Ee orgarizafional structure and parameters through
which fissions and goals are achieved and coordination
and cchesiveness are maintained. Establishment and
maintenance of adninistr ative control is a command/
managenent responsibility applicable to all functional
areas throughout an organization. Administrative
ccntrcls generally lave an effect on employee awareness
of icdiviaual responsibility, create a positive organi-
zational attitude, act as an incentive to employees tc
fellow procedures, and provide reasonable assurance that
the failure tc perform assigned procedures will result
in appropriate disciplinary action. Command/ Managerial
decisions pertaining to administrative control can have
a direct influence on the quality and adequacy of
accounting controls. Some administrative control proce-
dures can also have a significant influence on the type
of internal accounting controls employed. [Eef- 9]
16

MCC "7000.15 is the initial attempt by the Marine Corps
to adequately explain internal administrative control and
its interrelationship with and impact on the organization.
She netlodclogy provided in the order to facilitate the
implementation of internal control programs continued the
traditional emphasis en internal accounting control- ECO
£200.24, entitled Est ablis hment, Maintenance, Hevie^ and
JlPicJI^ment £JL Management Control Systems, is presently in
publication. While continuing to focus on the broader defi-
nition of internal control, the Marine Corps has adopted
both the Secretary of the Navy's and DoD ' s interpretation of
internal control as management control. The Order pnevides
increased methodology for implementing non-accounting type
contncl systems.
C. AI6DEIB1 FOB A EICAD DEJI3ITIOH
lie development and practice of the narrow concept of
internal accounting control has enabled the independent
auditor to limit his legal liability by constraining the
scope of his audit aid subseguent opinion to basically cuan-
tifiatle data. This practice, however, while fulfilling the
auditci^ responsibility to third parties, fails to senve
management's full ranee of needs and is not ascribed to by
the AICT.A in whole. Paul Grady, chairman of the AICP^'s
Committee on Auditing Procedures, commented on the naivete
of relying solely on audits of internal accounting controls
in 1957:
The suggested naricwing of viewpoint c in my opinion,
would constitute seiious negression ana impair the foun-
dation of independent auditing. It may sound paradox-
ical, tut there ane many endeavors wherein a brcader
concept of responsibility results in a lesser risX...
[B€f- 10]

Eradford Gran, a Certified Internal Auditor and aarager
cf Interral Auditing ior a public corporation writes:
As a service tc maragemen t, we can and should investi-
gate reality, standards, and the decision tables associ-
ated with controls that are apart from pure accounting
applications. Such ccntrcis are essential to the prof-
itable operation of the business. In fact, they are icre
important to the success or failure cf the business
than. . .accounting controls. £Bef- 11]
Ecger Carolus, a Certified Internal Auditor, Certfied
Public Accountant, and President and Chief Auditor cf a
public corporation, described the 1953 AICPA action of
dividing the 1949 definition of internal contrcl irto
accourtirg control and administrative control as:
breaking Humpty Duapty into pieces,. .., and until Humpty
Duapty is put back together again-that is, until we
revert to the full, inclusive 1949 def inition-we will
not have a definition of internal control useful and
intelligible tc management. £Bef- 12]
Grady, Gran, ard Carclus have acknowledged that the
reliance cr internal accounting controls alone may not be
adequate to ensure that the organization is operating as
econonically and efficiently as possible in the accomplish-
ment cf its objectives. Prior tc the recording of financial
infomaticr or the safeguarding of assets, there must be
decisions rendered tc provide direction for the organiza-
tion. Ihese decisicr processes are participated in by top
management and are intended tc move the organization towards
goal accomplishment. Anthony, in Mana gement Control in
Nonprofit Crganiza tiers states;
Ordinarily, a formal management control system is a
total system in tie sense that it embraces all aspects
of the organizations' operation. It needs to be a total
system because an important management function is tc
assure that all parts of the operation are in balance
with ere another. £Bef. 72]
20

Authcn^ further states that;
A niaEacefflent centred system should he designed sc that
the actions it leads management to take m accordance
with their perceived self-interest are also actions that
are in the best interest cf the organization- gcal
concruence. £Bef. 14]
If tie decision process is left uncontrolled, management
decisions could yield to executive self-indulgence or direc-
tion that is net in the organization's nest interests.
Eroadening the concept cf internal control to include admin-
istrative controls should not be regarded as centre! cf
management decisions, hut instead as control of the metheds
and procedures that produce information on which tc case
management's decisions. These kinds of controls provide
descriptive information on particular functions and activi-
ties which enable nanagement to affect organizational
harmony and coordination. Eruce Jarrett, Vice President and
Auditor cf Parkdale Eank in Corpus Christi, Texas, empha-
sizes the following key points in the establishment of a
troadex internal control program; first, "improved controls
should lead to improved profit," and, second, "the ccntrcls
should result in more complete utilization of resources..."
[fief- 15].
Ihe passage cf the foreign Corrupt Practices Act (ICPAJ
stands as an indication that improved internal control prac-
tices were required tc prevent corrupt business practices.
The main thrust of the Act, however, was to enforce internal
accounting control provisions for the proper financial
recording cf payments. Shile it is recognized that
recording cf illegal payments may hring about eventual
disclosure, the crux of the problem lay in the decision
processes leading tc the illegal payments, not in their
improper recording. The key issue suggested here is that
guesticnahle or illegal payments do not necessarily result

from a breakdown in the system of internal accounting
controls but rather by circumvention of ether existing
control systems. The ultimate weakness, therefore, was net
in the internal accounting controls in force, tut in tha
administrative controls over the decision process £Eef. 16]-
All tec often managenent tends to view guestiens
directed at the adeguacy of their control systems as if they
were directed at their own personal competence as a manager
and a decision maker. A related issue lies in the matter of
executive override of the internal control system. flautz
comments on these weaknesses in the control system as they
relate to executive prerogative:
Internal control is a good thing- and worthy of much
attention. It is ret and cannot he infallible even at
low levels, and the closer one gets to the top cf an
organization, the weaker is the restraint ofrered by
internal control- £Sef. 17]
Ihe establishmert of an internal control systen is-
expected tc prevent both intentional and unintentional
errors or irregularities at whatever level of occurrence in
the organization. Sole emphasis on internal accounting
controls will net prevent those irregularities as they are
not intended to monitor the decision process in the organi-
zation- Ihe size, complexity, decentralization, and rapid
turnover of personnel (including top management) in tccaj's
organizations necessitate the implementation of a broader
ccncect cf internal control tc assure that the totality cf
the processes ongoing in each sub-organization acheive the
goals and objectives of the larger organization. William
Cuchi makes the following generalizations about control in
Japanese or ganizatiens:
Organizational life is a life of interdependence, of
relying en others. It is also a life of ambiguity.
Knowing this, and understanding the extreme complexity
~ *.

of interdependence in their business, the top
management-- .has determined that explicit (control)
measures cot re the final arbiter of decision leaking.
They ieel that if cost top managers agree on what tee
company cught to be trying tc dc and how. in general^ it
ougit tc gc about that set cf tasks, then tney will he
able tc rely in their mutual trust and goodwill tc reach
decisions rar superior tc anything that a fcrnal
(ccntrcl) system cculd provide.
They furthermore understand that the informal, explicit
measures of ccntrcl cannot succeed alone. They can
develop enly under conditions of stable employment, slow
evaluation and promotion, and low career specialization.
Even with those aids< however, the subtle and implicit
must be supported iith the crutch of a formal ccntrcl
and analysis in a large, multi-produc t, multi-national,
multi- technology organization in which a complete agree-
ment en values can never be realized- £ fief. 18]
Baymcnd Beilly, in Internal Ccntrcl in U.S.
Cor peratiens: A S_tate of the Art, presents yet another lcok
at the issue:
It argues for the ...point of view that internal
ccntrcls are all controls which attempt to ensure the
acccaplishment of the ...objectives. Any attempt tc
define the issue ncre narrowly leaves open the possi-
bility of a failure to control activities which cculd
lead tc a loss- £5ef- 19]
r. scaaABi
The private sectci auditors* thrust continues tc te on
internal accounting controls due to that sector's concern
for the fair presentation of financial statements. Ihe
development of internal controls in the public sector is
fcllcwinc the same course as the private sector. As a
result, little attention is being directed toward the estab-
lishment and integration of internal administrative control
programs. The public sector is attempting to fill the
administrative contxel void solely by applying internal




The necessity fcr adeguate internal administrative
ccntrcl ticgraas is essential in light of increased competi-
tion for scarce resources and the need to optimize opera-
tional eccncmy and efficiency. The size, complexity, and
diversity cf organizations reguire the development of
ccntrcls tc achieve those gcals.
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III. THE DEVELOPMENT CF J DEFXNIIIQN OF JNIJBNJI
MIISISTRATIVE COHTSOI
A. IIIEfilEI AND DEFINITIONAL DEFICIENCIES
As a preface to developing or refining defiEiticns cf
management, internal, and administrative control, it tears
noting that a literature search on these topics yielded very
few references outside the professional auditing arsra and
little of a conceptual or empirical nature. Information
that is available, therefore, is written from the point of
view and interpretation of the independent auditor, net fiom
that cf the corporate executive. One major source of
material was derived from a research project on the state of
the art cf internal control practices in U. S. corporations
conducted by a group under the direction of Robert K. Cautz
from tie faton Accounting Center, University of Michigan,
and underwritten by the financial Research Foundation.
Uautz introduced the team's research findings with the
follcwinc comments:
Cur study has found, and no doubt many corporate execu-
tives have realized, that little actual information is
available on the subject of internal control practice.
Based upon their analysis of the risks they face within
their companies, corporate executives apparently have
designed systems or an ad hoc basis which they find to
be adequate for their needs or which they modify from
time tc time as such needs become evident. little
exchance cf views across company lines appears tc have
taken Jlace. [Sef. 20]
Ihe acknowledgement cf tbese deficiencies for comprehensive
and current information extends beyond corporate management
to the auditing and accounting professions as well. Ihe




At this point there is net sufficient empirical knowl-
edge of ho-j extensively control procedures and techr.i-
gues are employed, in what combinations* in which
industries, in cccpanies of what size, and so forth.
Although knowledge cf current practices is not the only
basis en which maraaement should make judgments,, the
'9
uaticn. [fief, 21 ]
Ii addition to these recognized voids of data, the
literature and commen vernacular have interchanged terni-
nology and defiriticis to such an extent that nc clear
roticr cf use, meaning, or associated objectives is in exis-
tence tcdav. Numerous examples prevail which represent
widespread disparity in understanding and use cf defiri-
tional terms across the irterral control spectrum. Seme
differences are cf relatively small consequence; tut ethers
represent fundamental differences in concept. In illustra-
tion, the following selected excerpts present only two of
iiany widely divergent views on the scope and nature cf the
term "internal accouiting control". The SEC reinforced the
AICPA's classical definition that accounting ccrtioi
strictly constitutes the safeguarding of assets and the
reliability of financial records in the concluding ccmients
cf Release No. 34-13165:
The term 'internal accounting controls' does net ordi-
narily encompass all corporate policies and procedures.
Matters of efficiency* employee relations, and produc-
tion cuality control, rcr example, should net be
confused with the accountirg controls established to
insure the reliability or financial inf or maticn.
[fief. 22]
In ccrtrast to this view is Mr. fioger Carolus' cerement to
the AICE2 in the "Retort of the Special Advisory Committee
en Internal Accounting Control" ....
certain elements found in what the committee descrires
as the 'internal accounting control environment' are an
integral tart of a well- designed, effective svsten cf
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internal accounting control. Examples of such elements
ar€ (1) a plan of organization, (2) the assignment of
responsibility and delegation of authority, 12) a
process of budgeting and .budgetary control, (4) a
prcgrac of hiring and developing competent financial
personnel, and even (5) the process or ensuring a higl
level of ethical ccnduct nv all employees involved m
authorizing and. recording transactions, safeguarding
assets, ana reporting financial information. £Bef. 22]
It is essential to dispose of any preconceived ncticns
attrilutable to this wide range of conflicting opinion and
general lack of definitional clarity of terms, prior to
embarking or any ne« attempts to define terms which have
more operational relevance in today's management context.
Cver the years, two contrasting views have developed en the
validity of definitions. Cne contends that there is a firm
relationship between a word and that which it signifies.
This view further holds that there are true meanings for
words, and that there is a need to identify the true essence
of the thing to which the word applies and restrict usage of
words to enly those leaning s- The alternative view is that
«ords have no inherent meaning in themselves; their leaning
is given by the specific user. It is essential that the
user clarify how the lord is being used so that the audience
will net be misled. In this case then, words are something
to be used, not something to be trusted as authoritative or
expository £Ref- 24]. The latter view represents the
approach to definition development that will be taker in
this study. Conseguently, fecus will be directed or an
understarding of the concept and the practical use behind
the term vice or the literary significance of the title or
fcord.
E. Ill 1U10BE Of COSTBOI
Throughout this developmental process, it is imperative
not to lose sight of the tasic definition of control,
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regardless cf the modifier. "The definition of control is
really cuite simple: comparing what is to what should be.
Another variation of this is: control compares reality with
a standard" £Hef. 25].
A ccntrcl system is one whose purpose is to achieve and
maintain a desired state or condition. The following expla-
nation cf the elements of a control system is paraphrased
from Anthony's discussion in his text, Management Ccntiol
Systeis. Any contiol system has at least these four
elements: 1) a measuring device to detect what is happening
in the factcr being controlled, 2) a device to assess the
significance of events by comparing information on what is
actually happening with seme predetermined standard or
expectation of what should be happening, 3) a device for
altering behavior, if required, and 4) a means cf communi-
cating information between these devices. The transmission
cf information from tie device which detects to the control
device which compares the data is called feedback. These
four elenents are directly interrelated and function in an
interactive process. When human beings are interjected into
control systems, outcomes lose their predictability recause
cf differences in motivation, judgment, perceptions, and
values. The exact nature of the interplay of these tucan
characteristics cannot be observed in a quantifiable way;
however, their influence oftentimes represents the differ-
ence between success or failure in an organization.
Ccntrcl systems in organizations have the sane fcur
elements described arcve. An organization, or any cf its
subccnpcnents, has a desired state as outlined by its gcals.
Infornaticr about the actual state of the organization is
compared with the desired state, and if the result yields a
significant difference, action is taken. The acticr chosen
can either brine the process back in line with organiza-
tional gcals, modify the goals, or can result in a deviation
or circujivertion of the system.
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C. IE! S1B0CTDEZ AN£ IESIG3 Cf ORGANIZATIONS
1 . Str uct ure and Its Cccr dilating Mechanism s
& contemporary organization cannot exist without a
framework tc give it identity and direction. The concepts
of design, structure, and coordination of an organization in
and of themselves constitute control. Gene W. Ealtcn,
states that ". . - .orgarizati ens , after all, are the largest
assemblages in our society that have anything resettling a
central coordinating system. Organization implies control,
and ccnticl is an inevitable correlate ox organization "
£Bef. 26*. Tannenbaum further points out:
The cccrdinaticn axd order created cut ox the diverse
interests and potentially diffuse .behaviors of members
is largely a function ox control. Organizations are
purposive, hence nanagers need feedback to guide tnsix
acts toward the achievement of these purposes.
Standards play a vital role in the planning, coordina-
tion ana problem location which make that feedback
useful. £Bef. 27]
In his book lie Str ucturing of Organizations, Kerry
£intzberc develops ccrcepts of organizational structure and
design which work together tc form an integrated entity of
coordinaticn, cemmurication, and control. He begins by
defining the structure of an organization as simply "the sum
total of the ways in which it (the organization) divides its
labor irtc distinct tasks and then achieves coordination
among them " [Bef. 28*. The division of labor is dictated
largely by the job tc be done and the technical system
available tc do it. Coordination, however, proves tc be a
much more complicated concept involving various Deans
referred tc as "coorcinati rg mechanisms". These coordi-
nating mechanisms are as much concerned with control and
commur icaticn as with coordination, and,
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five coordinating mechanisms seem to explain the funda-
mental ways in which organizations coordinate their
work: mutual adjustment, direct supervision, standard-
ization of work processes, standardization or work
outputs, and standardization of worker skills. These
should re considered the most .basic elements of struc-
ture, the glue that holds organizations together.
[fief. 19]
"Mutual adjustment achieves the coordination of work
by the sinple process of informal communication. Dnder
mutual adjustment, ccrtrol cf the work rests in the hands of
the doers" [fief. 30], as shown in Figure A.1. This mecha-
nism is a fundamental one and is used in the sieplest as
fceil as the most complex of organizations. At the cutset of
an undertaking, no ere can he sure exactly what needs to he
done ard knowledge is acguired as the work progresses. The
success cf the evolution, regardless of the degree cf envi-
ronmental complexity, depends primarily on the ability of
the individuals to adapt to and communicate with each otter
along tteir unchartered course.
As an organization outgrows it simplest state, it
tends to turn to a second cccrdinating mechanism - direct
supervision . "Eirect supervision acnieves coordination by
having one individual take responsibility for the work of
ethers, issuing instructions to them and monitoring their
actions-... In effect, one train coordinates several
hands...." £Hef. 30T, as illustrated in Figure A.1.
Keither mutual adjustment nor direct supervision are
absolutely required to coordinate work. The work can be
standardized. "Coordination is achieved en the drawing
board, so to speak, before the work is undertaken.... The
work crccesses themselves, the outputs of the work, and the
inputs to the work - the skills (and knowledge) cf the
people who do the work - can all be designed to meet predet-
ermined standards " £Eef. 3 1].
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IJork processes are standardized when the contents cf the
work are specified cr programmed.-.. Outputs are stan-
dardized when the results of the work, for example the
dimersicns of the product or the performance are speci-
fied..-- Skills Jand knowledge) are standardized Hhen
the kind of training required to perform the wcrk is
specified- £Bef. 21}
figure A.1 shows the three mechanisms of standardization.
In essence, standardization of skills achieves indirectly
what standardizaticn of work processes or work cutputs
accomplishes directly: it controls and coordinates the
work.
2he five cocrdinating mechanisms tend to he acti-
vated in different patterns of dominance as the crgarizaticn
transiticrs through its development life cycle- As organi-
zational wcrk becomes more complex and worker nunters
increase, tie need fcr leadership to facilitate cccrdiraticn
and ccntrcl causes a shift frcm mutual adjustment tc direct
supervision. As tie work becomes even further involved,
another najcr transition occurs as the contrcl of the wcrk
shifts tc standardization. When the jons are siiiple and
routine, standardizaticn of wcrk processes may be relied en,
tut acre cciplex work may preclude this, thus forcing the
crganizaticr to turn to the standardization of outputs by
specifying the results of the work and commonly leaving the
choice of process tc the discretion of the worker- In a
complex environment, however, even the outputs oftentimes
are net conducive tc standardization, so the orgarizaticn
lust resort to standardizing the skills of the worker- If
the diverse tasks of the organization prove impossible to
standardize, the organization must return to the use of the
simplest, vet most adaptable coordinating mechanise - autual
adjustment. In the face of bignly complicated situations,
the sophisticated prcrlem-sclver must communicate informally
if he is tc accomplish his work.
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Id ceneral, heyond some minimum size, most organizations
seef tc rely en standardization where they can; where
they cannot, they use direct suoervisron or mutual
adjustment, these two teirg partly interchangeable.
When direct supervision fails, perhaps tecause the task
of coordination is tec big icr one train, the organiza-
tion will resort tc mutual adjustment. Alternatively,
wher mutual adjustment treaks down, perhaps tecause
there is a need fcr one train to guide others that
cannot agree amonc themselves, the organization will
return tc direct supervision. £Re£. 33]
2 • farts of the Organization
3o understand how organizations are structured, and
therely controlled, necessitates a preliminary understanding
cf hew they function. Every organization consists cf a
complex mixture of component parts, associated functions,
and interrelationships. Specifically, it is essential to
.know tow work, authority, information, and decision
processes flow through the various component parts and serve
to define an organization's structure and control systems.
Just as there is a direct link tetween organiza-
tional development aid the use of the various coordinating
mechanisms, there is also a connection tetween these
elements and the parts of an organization- The organization
in its nascent and sinplest fcim can rely on mutual adjust-
ment tc coordinate tie work cf its operators who are tasi-
cally self-sufficient in the generation of a product or a
service. As the organization grows and adopts a mere
complex division of lator within its group of operators,
direct supervision teccmes increasingly necessary fcr coor-
dination and control. This supervision comes in the form of
a manager who introduces a first administrative divisicn cf
lator in the structure. As the organization continues to
refine itself, more managers are added - not only managers
cf operators, hut also managers of managers. This evolu-
tionary process results in an administrative hierarchy of
- z

authority. As organizational complexity increases, stan-
dardization is inccrj: crated as a further means cf coordi-
nating aid controlling the work cf the operating level. The
responsibility fcr much of this standardization as assigned
to a cicup composed cf analysts.
We can distinguish three types of control analysts who
correspond to the three forms of standardization: wcrJ<
study analysts (such as industrial engineers) , who stan-
dardize work processes* planning ana control analysts
(such as long-rance planners, budget analysts, and
accountants) , who" standardize outputs* ana personnel
analysts (includinc trainers and recruiters), who stan-
dardize skills- £lef. 34]
Another mere extensile aspect in the standardization of
skills is that lihich is conducted outside the organization
prior to the hiring process. The interjection cf these
analysts results in a second type of administrative division
cf latex to the organization, between operators and managers
who dc and supervise the work, and analysts who standardize
it. As seme of the control ever the work was removed from
the operator with tie introduction of supervision, so a
corticn is retracted from the managers as well, as the
systens designed by the analysts become increasingly relied
upon fcr coordination. Another component may evolve to
indirectly support the functioning of the operators outside
the hasic flow of their worfc. These support units are not
involved in standardization, nor are they to be considered
strictly as advisors. Rather, they have specific functions
to perform such as feed services, research and develccnent,
cr putlic relaticns. This enables the conceptual summariza-
tion of the parts cf an organization as illustrated in
Cintzlerc's Figure A. 2 [Bef. 35].
Ihe strategic apex consists of those people whe are
charged with the overall responsibility for the organiza-
tion; the top-level managers and their direct support
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personnel. This level must ensure that the organization
serves its mission in an effective way, in addition to
meeting tie needs of those people who contrcl or otherwise
have pcwer ever the crgani2aticc. llrntzberg suggests that
the execution of this function involves three sets of
duties: that of direct supervisor, manager of organiza-
tional boundary conditions, and strategist.
In amplification, Mintzberg indicates that....
ameng the manaaerial rcles associated with direct super-
vision are resource allocator, including the desian of
the structure itself, the assignment of people" and
resources to tasks, the issuing of work orders, and the
authorization of major decisions made by the employees;
disturbance handler, involving the resoluticn ci
conflicts, exceptions, and disturbances sent up the
hierarchy for resolution; monitor, involving the review
of employees' activities; disseminator, involving the
transmission of information to employees; and leader,
involving the staffing of the organization and the moti-
vating and rewarding of them. In its essence, direct
supervision at the strategic apex means ensuring that
the wbcle organization function (s) smoothly as a single
integrated unit. £Jef. 36]
2intzberg explains the role of managing boundary
conditions as one of managing the organization's relation-
ships with its environment. Ihis includes informing influ-
ential pecple in the environment about the organization's
activities, developing contacts and tapping them for infor-
mation, serving as a liaison for those who wish to influence
the organization's goals, and acting as a negotiator or even
a figurehead.
Strategy is viewed as the mediator between the crga-
nizaticn and its environment. Strategy formulaticn draws
from an interpretaticn of the environment and is the devel-
opment of consistent decisions which balance the organiza-





Id ceneral, the strategic apex takes the -widest, and as
a xisu.lt, the cost abstract perspective of the organiza-
tion. HcrJc at this level is generally characterized by
a niniaum of repetition and standardization, consider-
able discretion, and relatively long decision- nakinc
cycles. Mutual adjustment is tne favored, mechanise for
coordination among the managers of the strategic ai=2
itself. £Sef. 37]
A chain runs from the senior managers just relcw the
strategic apex tc the first-line supervisors who have direct
authority ever the operators and this constitutes the
"Middle line". In brief, the middle-line manager performs
all tie aanagerial duties found at the strategic apex, tut
in the cenfext of managing his own unit.
He must serve as a figurehead for his unit and lead its
memlers; develop a network of liaison contacts* monitor
the environment ard his unit's activities and transmit
seme of the information he receives into his own unit,
up tie hierarchy, and outside the chain of command:
allocate resources within his unit; negotiate niti
outsiders; initiate strategic change; and handle excep-
tions and conflicts.
Manacerial jobs do, however, shift in orientation as
the 7 'descend in the chain of authority. There is clear
evidence that the "jot becomes more detailed and elabo-
rated, less abstract and aggregated, more focused en the
work flow itself. Ihus tne •real-time 1 roles of the
manager - in particular, 'negotiation and the handling of
dis turlances- become especially important at lower
levels in the hierarchy. £Eef- 38]
Ihe operating core consists of those members who
perform the basic work to directly produce goods and
services fcr the organization. This level performs four
primary functions: secures the inputs, transforms the irputs
into cutouts, distritutes the outputs, and provides direct
support to the aforementioned functions. Mintzberg points
out that "Since it is the operating core that the ether
parts of the organization seek to protect, standardization
is generally carried furthest here. How far, cf course,
depends en the work being dene...." £Ref. 39].
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!Ihe analysts who indirectly support the organization
are found in what Mirtzberg refers to as the techncstruc-
ture. Hhese analysts do net participate directly ir the
operating work flow, rut instead design, standardize, plan,
change, cr train the people w -^ c actually dc the work. In a
fully developed organization, the analysts' skills may be
utilized at every level of the hierarchy: production sched-
ules, time -and- motion studies of the operators' *crk, and
guality control systeas at the lowest levels; middle manager
training and operations research studies of inf cruaticnal
tasks at the middle levels; strategic planning and financial
control systems at tie strategic apex. Mirtzberg irdicates
that "while the analysts exist to standardize the work of
ethers, their own work would appear to be coordinated with
ethers largely through mutual adjustment. {Standardization
of skills dees play a part in this coordination, however,
because analysts are typically highly trained specialists) 3 '
[Eef. 402-
3he final elenent in an organization's structure is
the support staff which is made up of a large number of
specialized units that exist to provide indirect support to
the hasic missions of the organization. Because there are a
wide variety of support units, conclusions on a favored
coordiiating mechanise cannot he drawn.
Each unit relies ct whatever mechanism is most appro-
priate for itself - standardization of skills in the
office of legal council, mutual adjustment in the
research laboratory... However, because many of the
suprcrt units are highly specialized and rely on prcfes-
sicral staff, standardization of skills may re the
single most importart coordinating mechanism. £Bef. 411
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3 . Ihe Organization Viewed as a System of F Ion
s
Tc analyze hen these parts function together, it is
necessary tc lock at the components of the organization as
linked together ry different formal and informal systems of
flows of authority, work material, information, and decision
processes. These systems of flows considered in their
totality hegin tc describe the sheer complexity of tie vhcle
crgarizaticr.
Ihe flow of authority is delineated by the crgariza-
tion chart which represents a formal picture of the division
cf larcr. The chart indicates what positions exist ir the
organizaticr, hew these are grouped into units, and how
formal authority flows among them. This view of the organi-
zaticr essentially describes the use of direct supervision
as a ccordirating mechanism. Despite the fact that formal
authority cnly represents one very limited aspect cf the
complex organization, it must he understood if the furc-
tioning cf organizations is tc he comprehended. Melville
Laltcn, in his study of informal relationships ir an
American nanufacturirg plant notes the formal structure
restrains the informal in three basic ways:
First, the formal largely orders the direction the
infernal takes. Second, it consequently shapes the
character of defenses created by the informal. And
third, whether the formal is brigntly or dimly existent
in the rlur of contradictions, it requires evert
ccrfcraity to its precepts. [Eef- 42 J
Ihe functiorirg of an organization can also te
describee as a formal system cf regulated flows, cr in ether
words, as processes which are systematically and explicitly
controlled, tfintzherg asserts that "this view (of regulated
flows) was rot orly a favorite cf early organizational theo-
rists, tut remains the dominant one in the literature of
planning and control systems today " £Bef. 43]. According
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to Mintzherc, the flews identified in the regulated system
describe the use of standardization and consist of the oper-
ating work flow, the flow cf control information and deci-
sions, and the flow cf staff information. Operating work
flows ccrcern the movement of materials and information in a
variety cf ways throughout the input, processing, and cutput
functions. Due to the nature of these processes, it can he
observed that regulated work flow relationships can exist at
any level cf the hierarchy where work standardization is
used, hut is most characteristic of the operating core.
Cf critical importance to this discussion is a
second system of regulated floss developed by T. 1. faterson
- these of the formal control systems which regulate the
vertical flews of information and decision making free the
operating cere up the chain cf authority. Paterscr ceneep-
tuali2es regulated ccntrol flows as vertical channels up and
down the middle line.
Comnands and instructions are fed down the chain cf
authority, emanating from the strategic apex or a
middle-lire positicr, and elaborated as they flew down-
ward. In the formal planning process, lor example,
general 'strategic 1 plans are established at the stra-
tegic apex; successively, these are elaborated irtc
prcgrams, capital and operating budgets, and operating
plans (e.g., marketing and manpower plans), finally
reaching the cperating cere as sets of detailed work
instructiens. In effect, in the regulated system the
decisiens made at the strategic apex set off ever-
widening waves of iaplementation decisions as they flew
down the hierarchy.
The upward control system exists as a "management infer-
maticn system", cr J!IS, that collects and codes data cr
performance, starting in the operating core. As this
information passes each level in the hierarchy, it is
aggregated until, finally, it reaches the strategic apex
as a bread summary or overall organizational perform-
ance. £Eef. 44]
figure A. 3 illustrates some aspects of the regulated control
flows in a firm - the downward planning system and the




Caragement aialysis of feedback informaticr is a key
element in effective decision making. The regulated control
systei includes the specification of the types of decisions
that car re made at each level of the organization,
Managers at different levels can interrupt the regulated
flows cf information up and down the hierarchy to make deci-
sions appropriate to their level. Commands coming dear are
stopped at a designated level and handled there; infematien
en exceptions (those decision situations that cannot he
dealt with at a given level) are passed up the hierarchy
until they reach a manager with sufficient formal authority
to handle them. Bcrini [Bef. 47] presents a hypothetical
regulated decision system in figure A. 4.
lhe regulated flow cf information for the purpose of
ieeding staff inforiiation and advice into line decision
making is the third system in an organization. This infor-
mation flows horizontally between the line managers in the
middle and the suppcrt staff and technocratic groups en
either side to support the line decision process. Ihese
specialists design ard operate indirect support systems,
collect specific intelligence information from the external
environment, and lend their expertise in dealing with excep-
tions and the planning process.
Hintzberg discusses three additional systems of
flows — informal communication, work constellation, and the
ad hoc decisions process— which are all characterized by
their lack cf official organizational recognition, and the
fact that they suppleient, circumvent or are independent of
the systems of fcimal authority and regulated flew
processes. These informal systems revolve around the
aspects cf unpredictability , randomness, subjectivity, judg-
ment, motivation and diverse personalities and values that
are inherent to the interactions of unigue human reings.
laltcr defiies formal or official as "that which is planned
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and acreed upon" and informal or unofficial as "the sponta-
neous and flexible ties amcng members, guided by feelings
and personal interests indispensable for the operation of
the formal, but toe fluid to be entirely contained by it"
£Bef- 46 2- Consequently, a dichotomy arises between the
first two systems of clear cut formal authority and regu-
lated flews as explicit reflections of organizational struc-
ture and control; and the last three systems which are
informal, implicit, uncontained by organizational bounda-
ries, and revolve around people and their unigue behavior
and motivations. This dimension of the degree of fcrnality
will influence rot crly the structure and processes of an
organization, but will impact also on the behavior and
productivity of it's nembers.
**• resign Parameters
Design assumes discretion,. an ability to alter the
system. In. the case of organizational structure, design
means turning those knobs that influence the division oi
later and the coordinating mechanisms, thereby affecting
how tie organization functions — how 'materials,
authority, information, and decision processes flow
through it. [fief, <18]
Hintzterc contends that the "knobs" are nine essential
parameters that organizations use to divide and coordinate
their work in order tc establish stable patterns of behavior
for ultimate predictability and control.
Ihe first three parameters — job specialization,
behavior f crmalizaticn, and training and indoctrination
—
are considered in the design of individual positions in the
organization. Job specialization relates tc the scope and
number of tasks and the degree of personal control ever the
work. Eehavior can be formalized by job or by work flew,
where the crganizaticn attaches behavior specifications tc
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the jet cr work; or formalized by rules, where the orgariza-
tion institutes rules for all situations — all jots, all
work flews, all workers-- which may specify she car or
cannot dc what, where, to when, and with whose authority.
Begardless cf the ap proach, there is ultimately an increase
in predictability and control and reduced variability in the
organization . The training arid indoctrination parameters
icth represent the internalization of accepted or standard-
ized patterns of behavior in the workers.
The next set cf parameters --unit grouping and unit
size-- influence tie design of the superstructure,
aintzrerc suggests that the unit grouping process estab-
lishes the formal authority and hierarchy normally fcurd in
an or conization.
Given overall organizational needs —goals to he
achieved, missions to he accomplished, as well as the
technical system to accomplish them-- the designer
delineates all the tasks that must be done... Ihe
designer then confines these tasks into positions
according to the decree cf specialization desired, and
detemines how formalized each should be as well as what
grouped into first-order units, ana then what types and
how nary units should be grouped into ever-mcre-
comprehensive units until the nrerarchy is complete.
[fief. 49]
Grouping forms the tasis for direct supervision and mutual
adjustment via the hierarchy and the need to share ccmcon
resources. Grouping also contributes to the standardization
cf outputs by providing common measures of performance.
Unit size revolves aicund the concepts of span of control,
or the naaimum numler of people one manager can oversee
effectively, and the shape cf the superstructure: tall, with
small units and narrow spans cf control or flat, with large
units ard wide spans cf control. Mintzberg summarizes his
comments en size with
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unit size is driver up by (1) standardization ci all
three types {input, work process, output;
, {2) simi-
larity an the tasks performed in a given unit, £3) the
employees' needs for autonomy and self-actual12atj.cn,
ana (4) the need to reduce distortion in the flew of
tasks, (3) the extent to which the manager of a unit has
nonsupervisory duties to perform, and (4) the need for
members of the urit to have frequent access to the
maracer fcr consultation or advice- £Ee£. 50]
Ihe establishment of individual positions and the
development of the superstructure are not sufficiert to
complete the design cf the entire organization. Important
interdependencies reaain and are accounted for in designing
the two lateral linkage parameters: planning and ccrtrol
systens and liaison devices. Together planning and ccrticl
systens directly regulate outputs and indirectly regulate
behavior. A plan specifies a desired output or standard and
the control assesses whether or not the plan has been
achieved. ilintzberc distinguishes between two different
kinds of planning and control systems: one that focuses on
the regulation of overall performance or after-the-fact
jionitcring cf results that he calls performance control, and
the ctiei that seeks to regulate specific actions that will
take place at seme future time which he identifies as action
planning.
In ether words.. .tie organization can measure outputs ir
two ways. It can use performance control to measure the
results cf a whole series of actions, and use this
information to makes changes: 'The profit rate should
increase from 7 to 10 percent,'.-. Alternatively, it car
use action plannirg to determine in advance what
specific decisions or actions are required.: 'Blue
widcets should be sold to customers X, Y, and Z,»...
while performance control is a pure means of standard-
izing outputs, action planning - because it specifies
particular actions - resembles in some ways the design
parameter of formalization of behavior. £aef. 51]
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Serfcrmance ccntrcl imposes general performance stan-
ards ever a pericd of time, with no reference tc
specific actions; action planning imposes specixic deci-
sions and actions tc be carried out at specific pcirts
in tiie: and behavior f or calization imposes the means by
which decisions and actions are to be carried cut.
[Bef. £2]
figure A. 5 £Sef. 53] shows these interrelationships ameng
decisions, action planning, and performance ccntrcl.
liaison devices are incorporated into the ferial
structure tc enccurace interactive contacts between individ-
uals. Ihese devices facilitate informal communication and
mutual adjustment and represent a continuum of established
liaiscn positions, task forces and standing com nit tees,
integrating managers with delegated formal authority, and
the Eatrix organizational structure. Work that is complex,
highly interdependent, and horizontally specialized requires
close coordination and therefore would benefit from the use
of liaiscn devices. Mint zberg asserts that "In general,
given the nature of the work of middle managers — largely ad
hoc tut sciewhat amenable tc structure— ... the set of
liaiscn devices (is)... the single most important design
paxaneter cf the middle line" £Eef. 54J.
Ihe final parameters used to design the decision-
making system are vertical and horizontal decentralization.
Ihese paraneters focus on the patterns for the dispersal cf
power over the decisions made in the organization. Vertical
decentralization relates only to the chain cf authority -
the strategic apex and the middle line. Various patterns
are possible here.
In scire crganiza tiens pewer remains at the strategic
apex; in ethers, it is delegated to various levels in
tne iiiddle line, sometimes selectively, sometimes in
parallel; and in still other cases, power passes right
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to the bcttom cf the middle lice, and perhaps beyond, tc
the operating core. If cue generalization is in order,
it is that classic authority patterns continue to domi-
nate organizational power systems, that is, formal newer
resides in the first instance with the chief executive
at the tot of the hierarchy. From there it is delegated
at his will. And formal power, vis-a-vis the infernal,
still natters a great deal in organizations. £Ref. 55]
Horizontal decentralization brings the technostructure,
support staff, and operating core into the power system.
Again there are all sorts of power distributions ranging....
frcm negligible staff groups to powerful ones, from seak
operatinc cores tc dominant ones. 3ut cne point is
clear. "All have informal poaer to the extent that they
contain expertise. Staff groups do more than just
advise when they haie the knowledge needed to make tech-
nical decisions: operators accumulate power when they
have the expertise needed to execute managerial deci-
sions, and when thej are professionals, that is, performjots rased on complex knowledge and skills. [Eef.- 56"
- • Ihf- Organizational lichctcmy
Ihe coordinating mechanisms, the segregation cf the
organization into parts and their functional relationships,
the systems of flows, and the design parameters —because
they ser^e to coordinate the organization— all infer the
concept cf control. Iitterer contends, "recent develcpcents
in th€ area cf ccntrcl, or cybernetics, have shown (control
and coordination) to te the same in principle" [fief. 57". A
dichctcny, however, appears between these "objective"
elements in ilintzberg's model and the "subjective" factors
of individual personalities and social needs. Dalton refers
to the unanticipated effects of this anomaly in Mot ivation
and Ccrtrcl in Organization s. . ..
fek things have beer more baffling tc managers than the
results cf some of their attempts to develop workable
performance measures and controls, thus channeling the
energies of their employees toward the firm's objec-
tives. Often when they least expect it, they encounter
restriction of output or departmental in-fighting. On
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one hand they find what seems to be apathy. and
indifference; yet en the other hand, they keep disccv-
ering remarkably ingenious methods developed ny their
sutcrdina tes fcr heating the system. £Ref. 58]
Ecth Dalton and Hopwocd acknowledge this dichotomy
in their approach to controls. Dalton £Bef. 58] describes
three categories of controls: (1) organizational, which tend
to relate tc very formal, structured dimensions; {2) indi-
vidual cr self/ w-hich tend tc be much less structured and
are derived from individual gcals, aspirations, and expecta-
tions; and (3) infernal grcup or social, which to a large
extent fall between crganizaticnal and individual ccntrcls
in terms cf structure and individuals involved and evolve
from mutual commitment to group norms. Figure A. 6 [fief. 59]
summarizes Lalton's categories of controls, the respective
administrator, and relevant factors associated with each
type. Ihe Dalton model distinguishes each type cf control
en the rasis of control source and direction, behavioral and
performance measures used fcr control, signals fcr correc-
tive action, reinforcements or rewards for compliance, and
sanctions fcr norcompliance-
Ecpwood £2ef- 60], using a similar classificaticn,
explains hew administrative, social, and self controls
affect control cf the firm. Hcpwood's paradigm of crgariza-
tional control, as presented in Figure A. 7 [Eef- 61],
denotes the fact that controls of an enterprise are influ-
enced by ether control systems.
Calton and Ecpwood are concerned with the behavior
cf individuals, whereas Newman and Amey address structural
models of control and related information feedback
constructs used for regulation. Newman [Hef. 62] classifies
control into three tjpes based on temporal considerations;
steering, yes-nc, ard post-acticn. Steering controls are
forward-looking and attempt to adjust the process before the
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fact- Yes-no controls are continuous or selective real-time
screening ccntrols, similar to guality control on a manufac-
turing line where the element cf interest is either accepted
cr rejected. Post-action controls are activated after the
fact, when outcomes are compared with a standard.
fost-acticn controls represent performance results informa-
tion useful for determining compensation or rewards, and
inputs tc the plannirc process. It is interesting tc note
that the same information may re used for different types of
contrcl ty different individuals. For example, a department
head's annual budget presentation which subsequently
receives criticism ficm higher management represents post-
acticr ccntrol for that particular department head, ard at
the sane tine serves as a steering control tc these depart-
ment heads who have not yet presented their budgets.
Newmar *s three types cf contrcls focus on different behav-
icrs cr elements of a specific process. Steering ccntrcls
provide direction on how to get from point X to pcint Y to
point Z. Yes-nc ccrtrols presuppose the selection of the
appropriate route frcm X to Y to Z, and measure only execu-
tion and timeliness at various checkpoints along the rcute.
lost-acticn control dees not evaluate the route cr the means
hut instead is sclely concerned with the end result-arrival
at pcint Z £fief. 63]. In reference to Newman's model, luske
cbser ves:
The mere the Ccntrcller moves the contrcl system toward
?ost-acticn controls and away from steering ccntrcls,
he leas the Conticller can do to change or guide the
process. If a one-time process is controlled ry post-
acticn controls, everyone will have to wait until the
process is completed to find cut if it worked cr net.
If steering ccntrcl is used, a better estimate of
whether the estimate will work may be available. Cn the
other hand, controlling some kind of repetitive process
usirg post-action control allows for changes in future
products. Mhether a type of control is restrictive or
not depends to a large extent on the situation ard indi-
viduals involved in the situation. £Eef, 64]
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Amey's £Ref. 65] typology is similar to Seaman's
except Aaey uses a feedback model to describe the tyres cf
control. Newman's before-the-fact steering control corre-
lates directly with amey's learning model. The learning
framewcrk represents a pattern recognizer to lend assurance
that cptimal or near-cptimal decisions are made. Sexnar's
yes-nc control corresponds to Amey ' s adapter, which
considers variability and permits feedback for new elements
processed in the system. fost-action control is identified
as the compensator, or after-the-fact control, ir Amey's
terminology.
Ecpwood's tytclogy correlates closely with Ealtor's
behavioral model, just as Amey's classification ccrrespocds
to Newman's structural model. The integration of the struc-
ture and behavior approaches permits the presentaticr cf
control alcrg multiple dimensions.
The differences in the types of control are net impor-
tant in themselves. Therr importance lies in the fact
that ir ary situation in which there is control, that
control can exist along multiple dimensions. .. To under-
stand the influence or a particular control withir an
or gari2ation, one aust identify the unique combinaticr
of control characteristics ana situational contingen-
cies. £Bef. 66]
figure A. 8 £Ref. 67] reflects these multiple dimensions by
relating the models cf Daltcn and Hopwcod on the horizontal
axis tc these of Newiran and Amey along the vertical axis.
The extent tc which an organization formally designs
its structure, institutes standardization, assigns
authority, develops a reliable MIS, sets goals and crjec-
tives, and delineates organizational policies and procedures
for coordination and control, can be inconseguential tc the
success cf a control system.
Individuals can oily be controlled inasmuch as they
accept the control... In order for a control system tc
work, loth sides have to agree to it and cooperate. If
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the individuals paiticipatirg do not cooperate, there
will net re any control- It is that simple. Designing
a system that the individual controlled will accept is
prcrarly the key factor in the design process.
ffief. 68]
An organization, therefore, can be identified by twe broad,
interrelated dimensions: the administrative structure with
all its implications, and the situations and interactions of
people with all the associated diversities and cooplexities
cf huiran belavior. As previously indicated, a third dimen-
sion, the degree of formality, is a direct correlate, and in
conjunction with tie other two serves to define the
substance cf an organization.
r. Ill CCUCEPl CF 2JA3AGEI12S1 CCHTHOL
1 , She Relationship of Plan nin g and Cont nol
The process cf planning has taken on greater signif-
icance in ligit of acdern advanced technology, increased
env ir ens en tal uncertainty, and expanded organizational size
and complexity. Anthony claims that planning and ccntiol
are tfce twe most important activities of any manager. luske
views planning and ccntrol as separate but complementary
concepts
:
The flan is the means by which the manager intends tc
affect the future* control is the means by which the
manager ensures that the plan f unctions. ... The manager
cannot plan if there is no information indicatmc
current status. Cn the ether hand, the manager cannot
conticl unless there is some plan that indicates the
purpose cf control. £Bef- 6S]
Planning consists of both a process and a structure.
Analysis of Emery's five step planning process and AcJccff's
five part planning structure reveals a distinct connection
tetween planning and ccntrol. Emery's £Ref. 70] first step
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in the planning process is tc decide on the values or prini-
tive data to be used. The primitive data may he eitier
projected ci historical and may vary in detail depending en
the level and purpose of the plan. The second step is tc
manipulate these values in order to determine the cense-
guences cf alternative plans. The selection of the best
plan frcm the alternatives, and the translation of the
selected plan into a form for operational planning are the
third and fourth steps. The final step in Emery's planning
process is control cf the plan. Control compares actual
results against the plan and takes appropriate actions to
achieve tie plan's objectives.
Ackcff identifies ends, means, resources, iaplemen-
taticr, and control as the five parts of a plan's structure.
Ihe ends are the goals or objectives; means are the poli-
cies, programs, and procedures to achieve the gcals;
resources represent the determination . and procurement cf the
type and cuantities cf variables required to execute the
plan; inplementaticr concerns designing the process for
execution cf the plan; and ccntrol is the "design cf a
procedure for anticipating or detecting errors in, cr fail-
ures cf, the plan and for preventing or correcting them on a
continuing basis" £5ef. 71]. Both Emery's and Ackcff's
acknowledgement of ccntrol as the last stage or part of
planning serves to emphasize the interrelationship and
mutual dependence of planning and control.
2 - Strategic Planning and Cc ntro l
Strategic planning, the broadest organizational
planning ccntext, is "the pnocess of decidiig on tie gcals
cf the organization and on the broad strategies (activities)
that are tc be used in attaining these goals" [Bef. 72].
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for the purpose of analysis, it is possitl€ to
abstract two important aspects from the strategic process:
formulaticn, and implement a ti en. According to the authors
cf Business Policy £5ef. 73], strategy formulation is the
decision prccess which determines what the organization will
do, rased en the analysis of four components: market oppor-
tunity, organizational competence and resources, personal
values and aspirations, and recognized obligations to
ethers. Strategy implementation, on the other hand, marks
the fiist reference tc administrative activity and ccntrcl.
It ccrcerns the design of the organization's structure,
information and control systems, relationships, and
processes to permit efficient and effective perfcrmance,
integration, and coordination- lop management plays a crit-
ical rele in establishing organizational purpose and
climate. Strategy i aplementaticn, therefore, is an adminis-
trative design process aimed at achieving results.
Strategy is a process that is in many ways inherent
to the structure, .behavior, and culture of the organization
in which it takes place. In practical application, the two
aspects of strategy formulaticn and implementation are so
interrelated as to be inseparable. Organizational structure
and processes constrain the formulation of strategy;
however, formulation is necessary before implementation can
be meaningful, and each must he done in terms of the ether,
figure A.S summarizes the analysis of strategic formulation
and implementation as a pattern of interrelated decisions.
formalized control of strategy formulaticn *culd
only serve to inhibit the innovation and creativity vital to
this prccess; nevertheless, a control loop which feeds
information back into this activity is essential tc permit
reassessment and modificaticn cf current strategies in light
cf chanced external environmental or internal organizational
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conditions. Recognizing th € need to monitor strategic prog-
ress and change, Peter Lorange introduced the concert of
"strategic control" ir 1982 and noted:
Management control practices still continue to clay ai
important role as a vehicle for managing todav's corpo-
rations, hut they do not seem to have evolved signifi-
cantly rewards being more explicitly reconcilable with
strategy-setting maragement processes. .. it is useful to
see strategic planing and control as separate aspects
of an overall strategic process, hence the term stra-
tegic control is used. [Bef« 74]
In this model, the strategic process is viewed as a
discrete direction- setting sutprocess, in addition to a
continuous sun-process of modification, follow-up, and
improvement of this direction. Lorange breaks down the
direction-setting sur-process down into a sequence of three
steps: (1) Establishment of objectives, (2) strategic
programming to identify the steps and the resources required
to achieve the iiterded strategic objectives, and {3) delin-
eation of near-term action for strategic programming in
parallel with normal operating activities. To evaluate near
and lcng-teim progress toward improved organizational effec-
tiveness and efficieroy, the strategic control system simul-
taneously monitors four interrelated performance dimensions:
(1) conventional budgetary control, (2) the annual planning
update, (3) specific control of progress towards strategic
milestones, and (4) critical environmental analysis.
-- Str ategic Planning versus Tactical Plann ing
Cne traditional way to classify planning is either
as strategic or tactical. Strategic planning is generally
conducted at the highest levels of management, is of a
long-run nature, takes a corporate view, and covers the
entire scope of the organization. It reguires large accunts
of infermation drawn from outside the organization. This
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data relates to the future and by its nature is imprecise.
The strategic planning process is continuous,, hut the timing
ex the decisions is irregular for it is triggered by the
appeararce cf opportunities or new ideas.
In contrast, tactical planning is conducted at and
relates to lewer operating management levels, is of shorter
duration, takes a functional point of view, and covers the
whole of a sub organizational unit responsible for executing
tarts cf strategic plans. Tactical information reeds rely
more heavily on interrally generated data, and involve a
proportionally higher use of historical information and
records. The tactical planning process is for the most part
a periodic cycle that is on a fixed time schedule. Figure
A. 10 provides a summarized comparison of the two types of
planning.
£teiner contends that "control is a multidimensicral
term and should he defined ir a manner similar to the treat-
nent cf planning.... Control, like planning, has different
meanincs for its different dimensions" [Eef. 75]. It
follows, then, that jist as lorange developed the concept of
strategic control vis-a-vis strategic planning, so toe, can
a similar ccntrol correlation he drawn in terms cf tactical
planring.
U m Anthon y* s Pla ining and Contro l aodel
Anthony identifies three types of planning and
contrcl processes in organizations: (1) strategic planning,
(2) maragement control, and (3) operational contrcl.
Strategic planning is synonymcus with the previous defini-
tion and Steiner's ccrceptualization. Anthony f s "maragement
contrcl" and "operational control" fall under the umbrella
cf tactical control and represent vehicles by which inferma-
tion is fed back to ensure that strategic plans are being
carried cut. In the management control process, the goals
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and tread strategies established in the strategic planning
phase are accepted as given; implementation of these strat-
egies constitutes maiagemen t control; "the process fcv which
nanageirert assures that the organization carries cut its
strategies effectively and efficiently" [Eef. 76].
Management ccntrol is a continuous but rythmic,
administrative, and persuasive activity that focuses en the
entire organization. This focus implies the need fcr cocr-
dinaticn and integration tc assure that all parts of the
cperaticn are in balance with one another. In crder to
coordinate these activities, management needs information
about each of them. Although information collected fcr cne
purpose cr part may differ frcm that collected for another,
the data must be reconcilabie between one section of the
organization and ancther. The medium generally used to
achieve this compatibility is financial information. This
infornaticn is of twe general types; (1) planned data
(programs, tudgets, aid standards.) ; and (2) actual data or
information on what is actually nappening roth internal and
external tc the crgarization.
Examples of activities to which management ccntrol
applies are the total operation of most ccrpcraticns
including judgment inputs on indirect labor, compensaticn
programs, training, safety, marketing, sales promotion and
pricing, mest aspects of research and development, and the
work cf staff units ard top macagement.
Anthony distinguishes operational control as a
subset of management control because it occurs within a set
cf well-defined procedures and rules emanating frcm manage-
nent ccntrcl. Operational ccntrol is derived from mathemat-
ical models and is "the process of assuring that specific
tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently"
£Be£. 77]- The process is limited to programmed activities




desired cutout at the lowest cost is known, and can be
reduced to a set of logical rules. These rules prescribe
raticral actions in the conduct of day-to-day operations.
The focus is on single tasks cr transactions, and en things,
not money. When the operational control rules fail tc cover
all tie aspects of a given problem, an exception surfaces
for resolution by human judgment through the naragement
control process-
Examples of activities that are amenable tc opera-
tional ccntrol are alternated plants, the direct production
operations of most manufacturing plants, producti.ee sched-
uling, inventory ccrtrol, crder receipt and processing,
tilling, payroll accounting, check handling, and similar
paperwork activities- figure A. 11 depicts Anthony's
[Hef- 78^ model and includes financial and information
handling aspects critical tc effective organizational plan-
ning and ccntrol systems.
Steiner relates operational control to tactical
planning (ccntrol) wherein "Operational control is the same
as that part of tactical planning... which is automatic in
operation and reguires no management attention other than to
detemine the automatic decision-making formula" £Ref. 79]-
In suimary, management cortrol encompasses the remaining
broad tactical plans cf organizational functions aimed at
the acccnplishment cf strategic objectives. The type of
control appropriate fcr the whole of any unit that executes
programmed and nonprogrammed activities is maragement
control. The contrcl of the whole accounting department is
management control, despite the fact that operational
contrcl is appropriate for specific features of the work,
such as posting and check writing. Figure A. 12 [Eef. 80]




Anthony describes a management control system also
in terms of a structure and a process. The structure is the
organizational arrangements and information constructs that
facilitate the management control process.
There are two types of structure delineated in the
system, namely, a program structure and a r epcnsitility
center structure. Even though they are discussed sepa-
rately, they are in practice interrelated. A program is a
product, product line, project, or similar activity that the
organization undertakes in order to achieve its goals. Ihe
crogram structure is arranged to collect data on individual
programs tc facilitate decisicr-making about resource allo-
cation, tc track revenues and costs, and to permit compara-
tive analysis. Ihe second way to classify information is by
means of the responsibility center structure. A responsi-
bility center is a subunit of an organization headed bv a
responsible manager. Information compiled by responsibility
center is used fcr aanagement planning, coordinaticn, and
control.
The management control process has both informal and
formal characteristics and consists of a set of actions that
are prescribed and executed. The key element that differen-
tiates management control from ether forms of control, is
that the process is ret restricted solely to actions, it
involves people.
Management control is a process for the use of managers.
It involves the interaction cf managers with one another
and sitl surordirates. It is a people-oriented
process.... Since managers are human beings, psycholog-
ical considerations are dominant in management ccrtrcl.
Activities such as communica ting, persuading, exhorting,
inspiring, and criticizing are an important part cf tne
prccess. £Hef. 81]
It is iapcitant that the actions prescribed by the struc-
tural design of the system are in consonance with the
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managers perceived self-interest, as well as in the test
interest of the organization. The design of the system
should erccurage goal congruence so that personal gcals of
organizational members are, within feasible limits, ocrsis-
tent vith the goals cf the organization as a whole.
Euch of the management control process represents
infornal ccnmunica tier and interactions which take the form
cf meetings, conversations, and even body language signals.
In addition to these informal interactions, Anthony
£Bef. 82] contends that nest organizations also have a
systematic formal management control system that car be
thought cf as a series cf interlocking subsystems, or
chases; one for programming, another for budgeting, yet
another fcr measuring operations, and a final subsystem for
reporting and analysis. This concept serves as the founda-
tion for the DOD's current planning,, programming, and tudg-
eting system (PE3S) . Each of these phases recur in a
regular cycle and leads to the next activity. In ccmhina-
tion, they form a clcsed loop as illustrated in Figure 3. 13.
Ihe programming phase determines the majcr programs
the organization plans to engage in and estimates resource
allocation for the ccming period. These determinations are
made within the context of the previously established goals
and strategies, cr tiey represent modifications in strategy.
If they fall into the latter category, they are considered
fart cf strategic planning rather than management ccntrcl;
these twe processes converge in the programming phase.
A budget is a monetary plan which covers a specified
pericd of time, usually one year. These plans are initially
conceived in terms cf programs, but in the budgeting phase
they are converted into terms of responsibility centers.
Thus, the rudget serves as a direct interface between the
program and the manager responsible for its total or partial
execution. The rudget represents a bilateral commitmert.
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Subject to qualification warranted by unforeseen change, the
respcrsitility center managers agree to produce a planned
output with a designated amount of resources, and in turn,
their superiors agree to consider this level of performance
as satisfactory.
luring the operating period, records are maintained
en resources actually consumed (costs) and outputs actually
produced. The structure of the records permit costs to be
collected bcth bv prccram and ty responsibility center. The
former cost compilation serves as a basis for future
programming ; the latter is used to measure the responsi-
bility center manager's performance. The operating and
measurement phase includes the process of internal auditing
which verifies the accuracy of the quantitative inf crmaticn,
and serves to discourage theft and deviations from plars and
policies.
In the reporting and analysis phase, planned outputs
and inputs are compaied with actual figures. The results
are used tc coordinate and control current operations, and
to evaluate programs and operating performance- Accounting
information, in addition to other data, are aggregated,
analyzed, and reported to these organizational members who
are responsible for improving performance. If the plan in
progress turns cut net to be optimum, the budget and the
program are revised accordingly. Thus, evaluation of actual
performance can recyle back tc the first phase in the clcsed
loop management contrcl process.
Operational control, as a subset of management
contrcl, likewise has a structure and a process. The struc-
ture is restricted to an organizational subunit cr a
narrowly circumscribed activity and the parameters of a
mathematical equation of the operation. The operational
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contrcl ficcess cccuis within a set of well- defined proce-
dures and rules derived frcm calculated mathematical opti-
mization estimates aid managemeit control influences. This
system states what action should be taken and it automati-
cally cakes the decisions- The degree of management
involvement is saall and focuses on management oversight to
improve the operational technique, to detect any unforeseen
failure in the operation cr change in the conditiors on
which tie technigue is predicated, or to determine the need
for corrective actior.
5 • Eau tz 1 s jto del 2^ Management C ontro l
Eautz £3ef. 82] has developed a management ccrtioi
model that is consistent with Anthony's, but is less elabo-
rate. Ihe model is derived from the findings of an inter-
disciplinary study of internal control in U.S. corporations,
and therefore, draws more from an operational rather than a
conceptual contest. Maut z dees not discriminate retween
management control and strategic planning or operational
contrcl, but instead looks at its relationship vis-a-vis
internal control and financial control.
In order to define management control and to distin-
guish it frcm internal cortrcl, Mautz develops a first
conceptualization cf management control with ideal
employees. This initial conceptualization is based on the
following set of assumptions: a set of management condi-
tions which eliminate concern for internal errors and irreg-
ularities; prudent, efficient, honest, loyal, and informed
employees who are irsusceptifcle to inadvertent errors or
lapses cf any kind; and employees who, given essential
instructions and guidance, are competent and serious
performers in accordance with company policies, objectives,
and plans. Given these conditions, the minimum basic struc-
tural elements of a management control system would he;
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1. Establishment of objectives (policy) fox the
compaxy axd its opexating components.
2. Communication of objectives tc these xesponsitle
fox iaple mentation.
3. I npiementaticn
a. Planning opexatiens to achieve objectives,
t. Instructing employees about expected perform-
ance.
c. Performance
4. Eeview of accomplishment axd considexaticx of
need fox nodif icaticn of plans and policies. £Eef. 84]
Bis second conceptualization ox ccntxol is contin-
gent ex mere xealistic conditions and adds those elements
which axe reguired because employees axe human and surject
to the iaults and failings ex oxdinaxy moxtals- In this
contest, eirployees ieguixe supexvision to ensuxe the utili-
zation and consexvaticn of the companies xesouxces, an
adeguate supply of reliable, timely infoxmaticn fox manage-
ment decisions and reporting, and pexfoxmance which ccntxib-
utes tc the acconplisxment of stated objectives. Tc reduce
the cccuxxexce of employee failure, the management control
structure is expanded to include a number of specific prac-
tices and procedures tailored to the organization's activ-
ites . lo facilitate recognition of these additions, they
are underlined in the following outline of system elements:
1. Establishment of objectives for the company and
its operating compcrents.
2. Ccmmunicaticn of objectives tc these responsible
for inplementaticn.
3. Inplementaticn
a. Planninc operations to achieve objectives.
1. Instructing employees on performance.
c. Performance, includ ing supervision of
performance.
**- Ctiliza ticn of precautions* inc entive s, and
deterrents To reZHice tie p,ro2aUiIxty of exx_cfs an]3
Irregularities, axc~of measuxes To aefecjE~the existence
ol enxcxs an cl~* irregularities 11 tie se""nave occurrea."
5. Eeview of accomplishments and considexaticn of
need fox modification of plans and policies:
a. Fox effect of outside foxces.
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t. Per any act icn needed to reduce the crcb-
abilitv of " rnTeinalT errors anci " ifregularity€S-
rH6lT""E5 ] "~
""
,& comparison cf the two structures reveals internal
control as a sunset of the management control system.
Internal ccntrol measures integrate directly into that
systea once the realistic assumption that employees are
subject to errors and irregularities is acknowledged.
Closer analysis cf tie two structures leads to a basic defi-
nition cf nanagenent ccntrol as "all measures taken to moti-
vate, enccurage, aid assist organizational personnel in
attaining the organization's goals within organizational
policy" [fief. 86]- Ihe view cf internal control as a part
cf the overall management ccntrol system is inferred by the
defiriticn cf internal control as "those measures designed
to reirind personnel throughout the company of their duties,
to encourage efficiency, prudence, and loyalty, and to
provide for timely discovery cf errors resulting frcm inad-
vertent lapses and deliberate irregularities, should these
cccur" £Eef. 87]. fchereas the role of management ccntrol
encompasses policy formulation and planning, internal
contrcl is solely the iapleaentation of this policy and the
performance of these plans. Viewed from an alternate
perspective, management's controls are designed tc plan,
initiate, encourage, guide, and evaluate an organization's
activities. Therefore, any steps taken to affect operations
in tie attainment cf organizational objectives can be
included in its overall ccntrol system. In contrast,
internal ccntrol is merely a supplement to basic operations.
It represents additicnal steps taken to limit the occurrence
cf errors and irregularities during operations. Operations
could transpire withcut internal control, albeit less effec-
tively; vithout management ccntrol, operations could not
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exist. Ccnseguently, internal control is no mere than a
functicnirg subelemert of an organization's total ccutiol
systen.
Even though internal control is separate from
nanagement policy formulation and planning,' it still relies
en management ccntrcl to give it direction and meaning.
Internal control cannct be evaluated in a vaccuum. "Unless
policy gcals in the iorm of reasonably specific objectives
are known, there can be no measures to attain them. Unless
operating plans exist, supervision of performance loses its
meaning" £Bef. 88].
Iwc very different concepts of internal ccntrcl have
emerged ever time: ere advocated by independent accountants
and anctler by management. Ihis divergence is alluded to in
the following excerpt:
The purpose of conticl is to get things done as well as
to avoid errors in doing so. Because of that emphasis
on accomplishment, management's interest in internal
control as mere lively to run to activities to be
performed, resources to be utilized, and information
essential for operational use than would the interests
of an auditor concerned with the propriety of financial
statements for external use. £fief. 89 J
Eue to tie legal liability implications of a broader defini-
tion, the accounting profession has come to restrict the
meaning of internal control to those procedures and records
that are concerned iith the safeguarding of assets and the
reliability of financial records. The accountant's inter-
pretation can be historically traced in official documents
and is reasonably clear and specific as to scope and source,
from the perspective cf corporate managment, however, there
is no stch substantiated support or definitional clarity.




first cf ali f a management responsibility, a necessityif management is tc re effective in obtaining the goals
of tie corporaticr. Eut management sees iiterral
control not as tie one-tine adoption of a unified
system, tut as a ccntinuirg series of decisions affected
by charging circumstances . Any number of events in tits
life cf a corporation call for decisions about mere or
less internal control- less cf a key employee, intro-
duction cf a new product, expansion into a new market, a
business acquisition, a strike.-., these and ether
normal kinds cf happenings reguire attention to deter-
mine whether present controls should be reduced,
increased, or held constant. £Eef. 90]
In general, therefore, corporate executives criticize
restricted views cf control on the grounds of limited
management applicatict and usefulness; as a consequence,
they have defined internal control so broadly as tc he syro-
nomous *itb the ccicept cf management control- Hautz
contends that the teim internal control "has been used so
loosely and in so many ways that it has largely lest its
ability to suggest ary clear concept whatever" £Ref« 91].
Ho alleviate any potential confusion, Mautz recommends that
independent auditors and managers forego using the phrase
"internal control" ihen relatively precise language is
required, and refer instead to "accounting control" or
"management control", respectively. The extent to which the
expression "internal control" and its relationships have
teen defined and analyzed, will suffice for purposes of
discrimiration, and sill recuire no further reference.
fin expanded definition cf management control reveals
its inherent interrelationship with internal accounting
contrcl, and is a direct correlate to Anthony's relationship
cf operational control as a subset of management ccntrcl.
In essence, internal accounting control can be viewed as one
of the many diverse forms of operational control.
Conversely, management control is found in tnese features:
Management contrcl integrates with other maragement
respcnsitilities ard with management goals and purposes.

Manaceaent control is a broad concept including both
positive goal directed activites and error and irregu-
larity reduction measures. It subsumes internal
accounting control.
Hanagenent ccntrol is uerscnnel oriented, directed at
facilitating their (employees 1 ) success in attaining
company goals within company policy. [fief- 92]
Cne approach to understanding a control system is to
analyze it in terms cf various interrelationships. 2autz
conceives of any control system as a set of relationships
between aid among (1) people, (2) activites to be undertaken
by tie people, (3) resources to which they have access, and
(4) reverts of their activities and of the condition cf the
resources as a result of their activities. Both accounting
control and management control involves this saie set of
relationships. Analysis of these four factors in relation
to the two concepts serves to reveal similarities and
differences between nanagement and accounting control.
(!) People: The duties of each employee siculd be
executed with the intention of goal achievement.
Compensation and incentive factors such as a reward system
encourages economy and efficiency in the performance cf
those duties. Control is simultaneously required to assure
that personnel do not engage in counterproductive activities
either as a result of misunderstanding or for other reasons.
Thus, management ccntrol encompasses both positive and
trotecti^e characteristics.
(J) §£.£ (1) Acces s to resources in ;oerf or nance of
duti es: The achievement cf organizational goals reguires
resource accessibility by appropriate personnel. The orga-
nization incurs a risk in utilizing resources to attain the
organization's goals. Management "controls" this risk by
limiting the number cf personnel who have access to
resources, by holding them accountable, and by providing
instructions on what can and cannot be done with the
resources at their disposal.
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(H) Operating and reso urce utilization ig^ crts :
Management needs operating and resource utilization intona-
tion tc analyze variaxces from plans and for decision naking
purposes. Financial information that reflects actions and
associated results is recorded and used to meet internal and
external reporting needs. To ensure the reliability cf the
accounting data, management control calls for the separation
cf certain duties ficm other incompatible duties to Unit
direct cr indirect interest in misstating or concealing
facts atcut activities and resources.
Ihese factors and interrelationships inherent in
nanagnent ccntrol are diagrammed in Figure A. 14 [fief. 93].
The same analytical approach can te applied for
accounting control *ith some important differences in the
results. Q) People : As previously noted, "Accounting
control comprises tie plan ox organization and the proce-
dures and records that are concerned with the safeguarding
of assets and the reliability of financial records...."
[Bef- S4] # and therefore is interested only in these
employees whose activites might have bearing on the integ-
rity cf assets and financial statements. Likewise, the
concern of accounting control relates only tc these
personnel who participate in the conduct and recording of
transactions; consequently, the emphasis runs to appropriate
authorization ard recording cf transactions, net tc all
cuties undertaken.
Q) Q.B.A Q) Acces s tc reso urces in performance of
cuties: Accounting ccntrol, based on AICPA definition, is
not directly interested in resource utilization fcr profit
purposes. Bather, its major interest in resources is "asset
safeguarding".
IH) Operating and resource u tilization rep orts :
Accourting control in publicly held corporations exclusively
takes responsibility for the reliability and accuracy of
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accourtiEg data used for external reporting to sharenclcers,
creditors, and ethers. In a privately owned corpcraticr,
the external reporting reguirement is precluded and the
accounting data would be used for internal decision Baking,
operational control, and evaluations.
The narrower cencept of accounting control is simi-
larly diagrammed in figure A. 15 £Bef. 95]. A comparison of
the two diagrams facilitates a more refined understanding of
these associated concepts. The more important differences
between management control and accounting control are summa-
rized in figure A. 1 6 £Be£. S6]-
I. Ill CCUCEPT OF IB12BBA1 AE3I2USIBATIV2 COiNTHOl
Every company cr otter organization engaged in business
transactions has two control environments, an outside
and an inside environment. The outside environment
consists of the public's expectations of appropriate
business behavior and other intangible factors which are
larcelv beyond the organization's control. Although we
recognize its importance, we do not include the outside
environment as part of a company's system of internal
control because it is not viitnin the company's ccntrcl.
[fief. S7]
frcm the outset, because internal adminstra ti ve control
carries tie modifier "internal", it can be inferred that
administrative ccntrcl falls within the sccpe of the inside
organizational ccntrcl environment. further differentiation
of the administrative ccntrcl concept requires an expansion
of Daltcn and Hcpvocd's definition and its relationship to
previously derined ccntrcl concepts.
Ealtcn's definiticn of organizational or administrative
contrcls as those relating to very formal, structured dimen-
sions, implies that every ether concept which includes the
element of structure in its definition will consequently
enccirpass the administrative control dimension. A review of
the previous subsections, confirms that the planning (to
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include strategic plaining) , management control, and opera-
tional ccntrol systems all consist of a structure and a
process; and therefore, incorporate the element of adminis-
trative ccntrol. rv associating the respective ccnfcici
system with the level in which each is generally activated,
it is possitle tc conclude that administrative control cuts
across all levels of the organization from the strategic
apex, through the middle line and the related analytic and
support grcups, to the operating core.
Internal administrative coordination and ccntrcl is
derived directly frcm the use of Mintzrerg's elements for
structure and design: the five coordinating mechanises, the
component parts and their functions, the systems cf flows
and their interrelationships, and the design parameters.
Not all cf these elements, however, pertain tc administative
contrcl. Ealton specifically states that only those very
formal dimensions are relevant to the concept. Informality,
ty its randem and unpredictable nature, denies structure and
is impossirle to design. The formal structure, however, can
le designed to facilitate these informal interactions. Ihe
formal elements which contribute to the administrative
contrcl prccess are standardization; the division cf laior
into organizational cemponents tc delineate the formal hier-
archy and the flow cf authority; the regulated flow systems
of work, ccntrol infermation and decisions, and staff infor-
mation; and the design parameters of job specialization,
rehavicr f crmalizaticn, training and indoctrination, unit
grouping and unit si2e, planning and control systems, formal
liaiscn devices, and vertical and horizontal decentraliza-
tion for decisioi-maiing.
lead's definition cf administration suggests that there




Administration is the process and agency (administrative
nj.vlsj.cn ""or structure! which is responsible for the
detemina tion of tie arms for which an organization and
its management arc to stride. which establishes . the
bread policies under which they are to operate, ace
which cives general oversight to the continuing effec-
tiveness of tne total operation in reaching the objec-
tives sought, [fief- S8]
Shis definition cf administration supports applicability to
the tctal organization, and provides additional insights
into the existence of a process - a process which determines
aims and establishes broad policies prior to management
cperaticrs and goal achievement. If administration
comprises the elements of a structure and a process, it can
thereby be logically deduced that an administrative control
system will also consist of a structure and a process. This
presumption is consistent with the contention that a struc-
ture and a process are inherent to management and opera-
tional control systens; therefore, these same elements must
likewise maie up an administrative control system.
further analysis cf the concepts of aims, policies, and
oversight will yield a better understanding of the adminis-
trative control process.
The devising cf the purposes of action provides the
• what-ccntent 1 of direction. ... individuals comprisinG
groups, the groups comprising complexes, and the subor-
dinate complexes com prising "superior complexes must in
each case Lave an enterprise purpose, end, or crjec-
tive.... The devising of metnods or procedures to be
followed in achieving purposes provides the •hew-,'
'when-, 1 and •where-content 1 of direction..-. the tread
and general decisions are made by managers at the top cf
the hierarchy, and these decisions are made ever mere
specific ry successive subordinates down through that
hierarchy. Directive decisions... serve as a basis for
the guidance of action. The vast majority of directive
decisions are made to guide subordinates in actions
which are repeated freguently. . . . managers have devel-
oped numerous devices or tools to be used in providing
guidance for repetitive action.... referred to as ...
'policies', •procedures
•
, •practices 1 , •methods*,
•rules', 'regulations 1 f •routines 1 , •schedules',
'instructions', 'specifications 1 , •designs 1 , etc...
These devices are.-. used by managers as criteria of
action, since each of them implies a standard cf
performance to be attained. £Eef- 99]
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These devices fcr repetitive action are summarized in all
forms cf standardization, formalization, and training.
Standardization achieves coordination and control before the
work is undertaken by designing the work processes, outputs,
and incuts to meet predetermined desired standards. Ihe
fact ttat all the fleas identified in the formal regulated
system describe the use of standardization, serves tc empha-
size tie impcrtance of this particular process,
formalization is accomplished by attaching behavior specifi-
cations to the task, to the work, or by instituting rules
which specify the what-, who-, how-, when-, and where-
content for all situations. Both training and indoctrina-
tion represent the internalizaticn of predetermined desired
cr standardized patterns of behavior.
Ihe capability fcr total organizational oversight is
provided in part by the design cf information conduits that
provide feedback for evaluation of organizational progress
and decision-making. Administrative control is therefore
implicit in the development cf the organizatxen 1 s MIS. As a
subset of the MIS, planning and control systems jointly
provide direct regulation of outputs and indirect regulation
cf behavior. The type that is most closely associated with
administrative control because of its futuristic orientation
and standardized behavior is Mintzberg's "action planning"
cr the cne 2Jewman refers to as "steering control". Action
planning determines in advance what specific decisions cr
actiens are required; similarly, steering controls are
forward-locking and attempt to adjust the process befcre the
fact. Ihis kind of planning and control system facilitates
oversight ty reducing the turden for duplicaticr in
decision-making, by its preventative nature, and by
providing an integrated system of information for management




It is possible tc deduce that the degree to which stan-
dardization and formalization processes are used and consid-
ered important within a component part of the organization,
is directly propcrticrate tc the degree that administrative
control exists at that specific level. Hork at the stra-
tegic apex is generally characterized by a minimum of
repetition and standardization, and considerable discretion;
therefore, the strategic apex requires little administrative
control. This is consistent »ith minimum constraint en the
strategic formulation process; the small size of the work
group; the axis tract analysis of ncn-recurring , ill-
structured problems; and the principle focus on information
feedback constructs tc permit reassessment and modification
of strategies and operational tactics.
Zhe use of standardization and formalization processes
increase with the shift of orientation to middle management
and with descent of the chain cf authority. Jots become
more detailed and elaborated, less abstract and aggregated,
and mere fecused on the work flow and operations, thereby
requiring mere standardization and formalization for cocrdi-
raticn and control- Consequently, it is possible to
theorize that there is an ever increasing intensity of
administrative control as one descends the organizational
hierarchj-
£ince it is the operating core which actually executes
the basic work and which the ether parts of the organization
seek tc prctect, standardization is generally carried cut
furthest here. Specialization, behavior, work, rules
formalization, and training are processes also considered
critical for coordination and control cf the transf crmation
cf inputs into outputs. Administrative control is most
important and extensive in the operating core.
lie various analysts of the technostructure are in
reality the "designers cf administrative control". Ihese
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analysts dc not participate directly in the operating work
flow tut instead design, standardize, plan, or train the
personnel who actually do the work- Depending on the admin-
istrative control requirement, these analysts' skills nay be
utili2€d at every level ox the hierarchy. Evidence of
administrative contrcl in the technostructure itself is
limited due to the professional and task- or functicn-
specificity of the wcrk. The incidence of administrative
contrcl, then, relates to the standardization of the
analysts' skills, but remains disjointed recause cf the
organization's requirement for a wide diversity of technical
expertise. The sane conclusion can re drawn in terms of
the sfecialized suppcit units which exist to provide indi-
rect support to the lasic missions of the organizaticn.
Interaction tetweer line management and the analysts of
the techrcstruct ere is essential to the development cf an
effective administrative contrcl system.
The surprising thing is that those men in companies and
universities, who have devcted their primary attention to
the behavioral and motivaticnal aspects of management
have had so little tc say about the design and adminis-
tratis cf control and management information systems.
Because cf the pervasiveness of these systems, the
ccntrcller and the management information systems
designer must cften make the very decisions which have
the greatest impact en motivation and behavior. This
comes as no surprise to those who understand the nature
and function cf ccrtrcl systems well; Robert Anthcn^
makes the point that: 'The central function of a marace-
mext ccntrol svstei is motivation: the system should'te
designed in such a way that it assists and guides cjer-
ating management tc make decisions and to act in ways
that are consistent with the overall objectives cf tne
organizaticn-' [Eef. 100]
Despite greater emphasis 01 management involvement in the
design and development of management information systems,
deficiencies continue to remain in today's environment.
iSany managers in besiness ccirplain that the promises of
an anfermation system are rarely achieved. Two reasens
contribute to this credibility gap: systems analysts
often crcnise more than they can produce, and managers.
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in ignorance cf irfcrmaticn systems, often expect tec
mud. lie computer is not a magic machine that sill
E
reduce instant results. Misconceptions on the part cf
usiness managers and the cverenthusiasm of systems
analysts reinforce one another with the result" that
manacers feel let down. Ihis can he avoided tc scks
extent if management understands and participates in ail
the activities in the development of the information
system. £Hef . 101 1
In order tc ensure that the administrative contrcl system
suits management control needs and contributes tc the acccm-
plishjrent cf organizational objectives, line management must
have an input and clcse interface with the specialists &ho
design tie system.
Ihis close relationship between administrative and
nanagement control indicates the need for additional refined
analysis tc differentiate mere precisely between administra-
tive ccntrcl and the concepts of management ccntrcl and
cperaticnal control. Prom Anthony's perspective, it is
clear that the starting pcint for construction cf* the
cverall system should be management control because it deals
with the ongoing operation of the whole enterprise.
Although the management ccntrcl system is the logical
starting pcint, its relationship to all the other systems
must be recognized. Ihe administrative control system as a
subset of nanagement control must be designed tc take irto
account the needs cf the strategic planners, the line
managers, and the individual operators. It can be clearly
seen that the administrative control system is closely
intertwined with each control concept and serves as the
formal framework or clue to integrate the organization.
Despite its inseparable nature and relevance to the
whole organization, it is possible for the purpose cf theo-
retical aralysis to abstract administrative control aspects
from its counterparts. Administrative control represents
the design cf formalized structure, and predetermined
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actions and behavior whose tenets tend to be more stable in
nature. This is not to infer that there is no change , it
merely suggests that evaluation and change are net as
dynamic and continuous as that evidenced in management
control- Change in administrative control occurs bcth or a
rythmic cycle as a result cf regular planning, and en an
irregular cycle as a new or modified approach is deemed
necessary. Informaticr collected from the system focuses en
loth irerey and things, hut frcm the orientation cf ccirpli-
ance tc predetermined standards aimed at economy and effi-
ciency, rather than that of financial or overall
perf craarce . Administrative control is strictly formal and
draws frcm common expectations of how people react in given
situations, hut stops short cf actual operation and execu-
tion. Several disciplines are relied on in the design and
implenertation of ar administrative control system and the
technical skill requirements are tailored to the nature of
the wcrk. Administrative control involves some judgment as
to what and how to standardize, hut it also relies en anal-
ysis cf historical data by technical specialists tc ensure
the system is not enly feasible, but alsc designed for
economy and efficiency. Management control, on the ctrer
hand, is bcth formal and informal, deals directly in husan
interactions, relies on an understanding of social
psychology in motivating people to achieve desired results,
and relates to current operations. Management control tends
to be generally "yes-no" and postactive in nature and
depends a great deal en subjective judgment and a knowledge
cf people. Figure A. 17 summarizes distinctions netween
managemert and administrative control systems.
Jest as operational control is a subset of management
control, so is it a subset of administrative control. Ihe
two concepts are distinguished by the strict reliance of
cperaticnal control en mathematical mcdels for monitoring
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the cutput cf specific tasks, as compared to the emphasis of
administrative ccntrcl en bcth guantifiahle and nonguan tifi-
able aspects; dependence on disciplines ether than n at he-
matics in the processes of structural design,
standardization, and formalization; its applicahili tv to
whole organizational units, surunits, functions, or tasks;
and its measurement in terms cf compliance and economy and
efficiency. Operaticnal control is so highly automated as
to he cemputerized; the results of administrative ccntrol
are net as highly assured tecause of the limitatic.es cf
judgment in the design and structure process, in the
presume ticn of expected human actions in given situations,
and ir tie interpretation of the specified actions and stan-
dards pricr to execution. A summary of characteristics
which distinguish operational and administrative ccntrcl is
provided in Figure A«18.
Administrative ccntrol can he defined, therefore, as the
process cf designing the appropriate structure and speci-
fying predetermined decisions or actions through' which
aanagemert assures that the organization carries cut its
goals and chjectives efficiently and effectively.
I. S0UH1EI
A lack cf clear, current, and comprehensive information
en the sunject of internal ccntrol necessitates reliance en
the tasic definition cf control — comparing reality with a
standard — and on an understanding of its close relaticn-
ship tc planning, as points of departure for further cempar-
ative analysis ard development of related control cencepts.
Ihe study cf this lasic definition in an organizational
contest yields three underlying interdependent dimensions:
organizational structure and design, human interactive
hehavior, and a continuum of fcrmality. Additional analysis
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identifies the chaiacteristic of time as yet another
descriptor cf control systems, Combinations of these dimen-
sions in varying levels cf importance and pervasiveness
serve tc distinguish the bread concept of management ccrtiol
from its sunsets of administrative and operational control.
In tie final analysis, management control is both a
continuous and retrospective process which integrates struc-
ture, meney, things and people in the efficient and effec-
tive accomplishment cf organizational strategies arc coals.
Cperaticial control tracks things and performance and is
restricted to specific programmed activities capable cf
matheaatic solution ty a set of logical rules to assure
individual transactions are executed efficiently and effec-
tively. Administrative control evolves as the critical
integrating "glue" of the organisation that assists manage-
ment in its role — it is the formal design of the organiza-
tion's structural framework and the predetermination cf
standardized decisions and actions which render organiza-
tional identity and purpose and assure economy and effi-
ciency ir operations.
The success of the organization hinges on the adminis-
trative control eleaents cf organizational structure and
design in integrating coordination, communication, and
control. The effectiveness of this integration process is
directly related to the quality of interactions among the
designers, managers, and employees, and the extent to fchich
management understands and participates in its development.
m

I?- JJ>aiNISTSATIj/J CCHTBCI CBIT2SIA APPLICATION JJE
EY1XDATION
A. IKTECEGCTION
Inherent to the establishment of control systems is the
development of conticl criteria or guidelines that enable
nanagers tc assure tie accuracy ana reliability cf their
internal information and to determine how effectively and
efficiently an activity is discharging its responsibilities.
These criteria therefore must be management oriented, appli-
cable to a side range of organizational types and sizes, and
useful tc control system evaluation. The criteria represent
a set of guidelines descriptive of satisfactory and attai-
nable practice, and permit comparison with current operating
procedures for subsequent evaluation and identification of
areas requiring improved control.
C. CCNliCl CBITEB15 DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION BY
CCfllCNENT
Irtemal control criteria could conceivarly be rased en
control practices and procedures, on objectives, or en the
components and elements of control systems. ilautz adopts
the latter approach and contends:
Any ccnplete sjstea of internal control, whether aanage-
ment, (adninistrative) , or accounting, is comprised of
four essential and interrelated components:
(1) tte internal ccntrol environment,
(2) internal control risk analysis,
(3) internal control practices (techniques),
(4) irternal contrcl monitoring.
Effective implementation cf the components and ccustit-
uent elements cf a system of internal control deperds or
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careful analysis of a yariety of characteristics cf tie
specific organization and of the conditions in which it
operates. Recognition that internal control systens can
be aralvzed in terns of their essential components 2nd
the ccEStituent elements cf those components provides a
conceptual and a practical basis for establishing
criteria for the evaluation cf internal control systems.
These criteria may he applied to systems cf accounting
conticl, (administrative control) , or to systems cf
managenent control- £Ref. 102]
following this logic, these four components will he analyzed
and Ircken down intc elements to provide a basis fcr the
development of related internal control criteria,
Ite internal ccntiol environment is created by the orga-
nization's personnel, and in particular by the leadership at
the highest level. Eautz' s research supported the conten-
tion that:
The ccntrcl envircrment *as what it was because the
chief executive officer either took a keen interest in




instances ... controllers consider it to be their duty
continually to remind other members cf the organization
of what is expected of them. [Hef. 103]
There is another aspect of the control environment which
recognizes that people are responsive not only to positive
stimuli hut to negative ones as -well. "If the actual activ-
ities cf tie leaders in the organization contradict their
statements, the attitude and activities of others in the
crganizaticn will he affected adversely" £3ef. 104].
Consequently, appropriate positive action, of and by itself,
is insufficient to guarantee a desirable internal control
environment ; the absence of any negative actions that tend
to override or discredit the positive efforts is considered
to be ci egual iaportance. In sum, the elements of a satis-
factory ccntrol enviicnment include;
Positive, recurring action at the appropriate executive
levels to impress en all officers and employees the
nature and importance of ccntrol, and... avoids any
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emphasis from within the organization that tends tc
override control measures or that negates established
policy or control. £Ref. 105]
lie essence cf tlese elements is derived from the impor-
tance of ccmmunicaticn. Managers must directly or indi-
rectly convey their control expectations and feelings to
ensure that all members have a common understanding cf orga-
nizational purposes ard policies, and to emphasize standards
cf honesty and integrity in utilizing and preserving the
organizations resources. Several vehicles communicate
management's expectations on control; a formal cede cf
conduct, training program emphasis, open letters tc the wcrk
force, distribution cf published comments by top management,
reports of action taken in response tc transgressions,
commentary en other organization's experiences - all serve
to carry the desired message tc the members of the organiza-
tion £Eef«* 106]- Ccmmunicaticn must be a two-way process,
however, in order tc assess subordinate understanding and
cemmitmert. Occasicnal questionnaires or personal inter-
views, a suggestion lex, or question and answer sessicrs in
training programs permit employees to report their views,
observations, ard understanding of the organization's goals
and policies, and allcw management to rectify any misconcep-
tions as well as to gauge the general internal control envi-
ronment attitude. .appendix C provides an example cf a
general ccntrol environment analysis questionnaire developed
and inplemerted by tie Navy Finance Center at the end cf
1983.
The freguency for reinforcing these control expectations
and standards depends on the nature of the work fcrce and
the nature cf the activities performed by the organization.
Ihe higher the rate cf turnover, the greater the need for
reminders. A different response is required vten wcrk
opportunities are United, the population is stable, and
/ /

people krow each other well than when the organization hires
from a large metropolitan area and the people vie-j employ-
ment with a specific organization as one possibility among
many. Another influence rests with the sensitivity cf
activities performed ard the extent to which the employees
are subject to temptation.
lie internal control environment is influenced by condi-
tions, people, morale, ethical standards, and personal atti-
tudes which chance o^er time and therefore warrant periodic
assessment to determine the extent and nature of that effect
en the environment
.
To monitor and respond to these
changes, £autz recommends the designation cf an individual
from top management as responsible agent for maintenance of
a satisfactory control environment on a programmed basis.
Ihe second component is the process of risk analysis to
identify and evaluate the internal control risxs faced by
the crgarization.
Internal control risks are influenced by the nature of
the ... activity, by the quality of the labor
markets-.., by tie nature cf the... organizational
structure, by the controllable and noncontrollabie
internal control environments, and by a variety of
circumstances and events beyond the control cf the
(orcanization) . [Eef. 107]
In addition to consideration cf the organization's circum-
stances, risk analysis must also recognize both the need to
encourage members to pursue objectives within the scope of
organizational policies, and the possibilities for the
occurrence cf errors and irregularitites. This analysis of
the orgarization can be performed on a position by position,
or or a function bj function basis. Mautz recommends
consideration of both because "the position by position
review is helpful in identifying those positions that are
most sensitive to error and irregularity and therefore most
in need cf attention (and) the functional approach relates
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more readily to accciplishing the .purposes of the company"
£Bef. 1C6].
The position and functional analysis of the organization
sill yield a lengthy list of risks which must he evaluated
en three dinensicns: ...
(1) recognition, identification, and analysis of the
effect of strains placed or human fallibility by the
characteristics of the industry, the company, and its
personnel, all froi the standpoint of attaining (crgani-
zaticnal) goals;
(2) assessment of the orctalle impact on the company if
reccgnized risk shculd be realized; and
(3) consideration of the extent to which risk can be
reduced by appropriate control measures. [Eef- 10S]
Each cf tie risks cannot and should not be granted egual
attenticr. Even if crly relative measures are available for
evaluation, each risk should be gauged on the basis of its
impact en the organization, its probability of occurrence,
and its susceptibility to control. Unless cost or ncnaifec-
tibility "by control preempts corrective action, sone f crm of
restraint should be initiated en a priority basis for these
risks ranked high in terms cf probability and critical crga-
rizaticnal impact.
Cost-benefit analysis is a general tern which applies to
all technigues used to examine alternatives and select the
cne that yields the gieatest return for a given outlay. Ihe
authors cf the Price Saterhcuse Guide to Accounting Ccntrcls
present a systematic, but nontechnical approach to the use
cf cost-benefit analysis in determining redundancy, or the
need for initiation cf controls to eliminate or reduce weak-
ness. In brief, the approach consists of the following
stepsz
(1) Make a preliminary assessment of the exposure
(a) Estimate acrst case exposure
(tj Use structured technigues for estimation
7S

(2) Accumulate data aid quantify the readily
quartifiatle elements
(3) Establish a raige of exposure
(4) fiarrcw the rarce
(a) Use multiple opinions to establish most likely
exposure
(1) Bank intarcible elements
(cj Assigr monetary values to intangibles
(d) Accumulate additional evidence, if needed
(5) Make a post-aralysis challenge of the decision
(6) Document the decision reached £Hef. 110]
Ihis approach is practical and makes efficient use of
limited resources in several T*ays: it focuses the availarle
time en significant problems by seeking solutions first for
the greatest known exposures; it uses easy methods and
subsequently brings in technical approaches (mathematical
modeling, decision theory) if a solution is elusive; it
allocs that decisiots can often be made without detailed
consideration of intangible, qualitative factors ry first
assigning monetary values to the quantifiable factcrs and
reserving the otters for later analysis; and it considers
the cost of the time devoted to the analysis [Ref. 111].
Ite third cemporent is the selection of appropriate
internal ccntrol procedures or techniques to counter the
control risks identified in the previous phase. It is
helpful to regard these control techniques as prudent prac-
tices consciously implemented to achieve desired results and
avoid undesirable effects. Iherefore, "any practice or
device that can be used as an incentive to activate
perscrnel positively, as a deterrent to prevent or reduce
the probability of counterproductive actions, as a precau-
tion tc avoid or reduce the existence of risk, or as a means
to effect timely discovery of undesirable acts of either
emission or commission, may be included as an internal
control procedure" ££ef. 112]. The seven internal control
techniques published in the Journal of Accountancy ir 1S55
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plus an eighth technique added bj tfautz [Bef, 113], singly
cr in combination, support classification in terms ex ircen-
tives # deterrents, arc precautions:
51) Organization (5) Training
(2) Beview (6) Protective Devices
(3) Eeporting (7) Clerical Proof Devices
(4) Becords (8) Bewards
These eight ccrtrcl technigues will be examined in
greater detail ir a subsequent subsection. It rears summa-
rizing/ however, that two elements in the process oz a
satisfactory matching of internal control procedures cr
technigues sith identifiable internal control risxs emerge:
the selection of ccrtrcl procedures to counter those risxs
susceptible to avoidarce, reduction, and/or discovery, on a
timely ard cost-effective basis; and the chcrce cf cne or
more prccedures appropriate to each controllable risk
because procedures addressing no identifiable risk represent
inefficiency and waste [Bef- 114].
Ihe fourth ard final system component is that cf mcri-
toring ccxtrol procedures. Ihe purpose of monitoring is not
enly to assure satisfactory application of procedures by
respcrsirle members but alsc to periodically review the
adeguacy and suitability of these internal control proce-
dures. 1c be effective and reliable/ the monitoring prccess
must re performed by an individual who is technically compe-
tent, urriased, and positive towards the role and responsi-
bility, and who car exercise remedial action if deemed
appropriate. Just as the concept of independence is crit-
ical tc tie auditor, the monitor must be independert rcth cf
the person executing the control procedure and of the person
cr persons to whom the internal control technique applies.
Eue tc the degree of varying circumstances/ conditiors, and
intangibles present ir so many diverse aspects of internal
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control, management's subjective judgment aid common sense
have reccme primary catalysts to the success of any control
deter Dilation [Eef. 115 J.
Ix many organizations, ar internal audit function is
established to moiitor the internal control systems.
However, the existence or non-existence of an internal audit
department does not necessarily represent the extent or
effectiveness of the monitoring activity. Participation
does net have to he restricted solely to that department.
It is ieasibie to assume that monitoring can also he
performed by the controllers staff, by review committees, by
statistical comparison of similar activities and units, or
by regulatory and supervisory agencies. ilautz contends that
"internal auditing is a very effective source of menitcring
in_ many instances (but) it can be supplemented or even
replaced by other practices and procedures" [Eef. 116].
The inplementaticn of internal control procedures in a
given set of circumstances must consider an organization's
goals, policies, and the implications of conditions in the
external environment. Application of these ccntrcl criteria
is accomplished effectively and economically through the
analysis of the essential elements of each of four compo-
nents in any internal control system. This process involves
a great degree of -tdgment and the analysis of numerous
variables- The success of resultant control determinations
can only be judiciously measured within the context of the
organizations specific situation and the competition for
limited resources.
C. CCBlfCI TECHNIQUE
Any undertaking presumes a goal to be achieved, and
certain devices or techniques for accomplishing this goal.

Just as success in attaining the goal depends on the knowl-
edge, s*ill, and judgoent used in applying the related
tools, the effectiveness of an internal control system like-
wise reflects the siill with which control techniques are
used in the construction and continuous update of the
systen. liese technigues were referred to in the previous
section and a short eaplanaticn of each one will assist in
explaining their nature and relevancy.
It has already been estarlished that organization is
vital to the success of the entity and is a most basic and
important tool in tie construction and design of a control
systei. Without a sound structure, other techniques such as
review and reporting are without direction and cannot be
implemented effectively. To achieve a satisfactory level of
internal control, organization must provide clear levels and
lines of authority, delegation of duties, and recognition of
fixed responsibilities. A formalized organization chart
communicates these direct lines of authority and responsi-
bility ard reflects the division and specialization of labor
unigue to a specific entity. When organization is viewed in
the context of functions, the aethod of flow charting serves
to outline the organizational body of controls. Ihe flow
chart process identifies and structures control points which
describe a particular role or responsibility, procedural
steps, and/or transaction flow. Appendix D illustrates a
flow chart diagram of a simple administrative function.
Another key internal control concern in organization is
the separation of incompatible duties. There are specific
functions within each organization which, if perfcmed b} a
single person, could encourage the possibility of errors and
irregularities- As a general rule, Eautz considers the
following as incompatible duties:
(1) Performance of an act or operation and authoriza-
tion or recording cf that act or operation.
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(2) Custodianship cr access tc property and the keeping
of xeccrds of thau property. [Bef. 1 1 7
J
Ihe assigraent cf duties and the delineation of responsi-
bility and authority dc not in and of themselves preclude
circumvention of controls, untimely execution, cr perform-
ance outside the seeps of the tasks; the provision cf review
cr supervision is therefore initiated to discover whether
the assignment is performed satisfactorily.
Ihe technique of review may he activated before cr after
the eaecuticn of an activity or transaction. The timing
serves different purpeses: prereview is aimed at preventing
improper cr unauthorized transactions before they take
place; postreview prcvides a means cf uncovering unauthcr-
ized cr improper actions after their execution and indi-
rectly irfluences their prevention by acting as a deterrent
£Bef. 116]. Both types of review can serve to substantiate
emitted duties. Becardless of the type of review, however,
there arc two recuirenents applicable to both:.
J. i. J- '~ g <J J. <-i — -k. «-J- «— wl U^iJVb Hb^bU • U41X -~-Z> _J «- XI^ <S Vi LGU UA^ CUCUbfi
are provided, review cannot be considered to contribute
fullj tc the internal control. [ Bef . 119]
According to Mattz there are two classes of reports:
inforiaticn and respcrsibility . Information reports certain
data about the status cf the organization's finances and the
results cf operations. Balance sheets, income statements,
production statements, forecasts, and variance analysis
reports are examples cf this class of report. The purpose
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cf respcxsiiilit^ reverts is tc indicate the completion ox a
given action or duty and the acceptance of responsibility
for its satisfactory performance. The action may bs the
review cf ax invoice, documents or procedure, the prepaxa-
tion cf a reporter evaluation, or the execution of ax opera-
tion; the indication usually takes the form of a signature,
initials, or an inspection or audit report. It stands to
reason that if reporting reguixements for a particular task
exist, thex failure tc report the performance of that task
is an exxox that will be brought to light and should reduce
future cccuxrences.
"Eeccrds are so fundamental that without them ccntxol
would re imp cssible" £Bef. 120]- The technique cf records
represents the collection, classification, and summarization
cf data and information needed by the organization for
ccntrcl, ccordinaticx, and evaluation- Eecords support
information reports ty permitting data verif icaticx and
revies, indicate custodial accountability and access to
assets, and track cash and investment flows. All files,
documents, and memcxanda are examples of records which
contribute to the aaintexance of an effective ccxtiol
systeir.
Employees must be educated on their duties and xespensi-
tilities, and the standards cf performance expected by
managment. This is achieved through training and indectxi-
xaticn piogxams shici:
(1) acguaint... each employee with the responsibilities
of his jet-.. (tc include) his specific duties, how
the.y axe to be performed, and his relations to superiors
and suxor dinates a3ike-
(2) explain... to each employee the relationship cf hisduties tc the over-all ... objectives and policies sc he
can see tie interrelationship of his work with that of
others
.
(3) prepare.-. each employee for advancement both tclmcrcve employee mcrale axd efficiency and to protect,*,




In effect, members cannot make up an organization without
some kind cf training and only with sufficient trainirc are
contrcl and coordinaticn possible.
Numerous protective devices have been developed to
assist ir the safeguarding cf assets; locking cash drawers
and files cabinets, secure storerooms, vaults, safes,
encrypted combination locks, the services cf tanking, trust,
and security ccmparies, controlled requisition systems,
security badge systems. Protection against natural catas-
trophes such as fire, flooding, earthquakes, spoilage, and
detericraticn must also be considered. This can be accom-
plished ty sprinkling and alara systems; insurance coverage;
formal natural disaster procedures and emergency training;
regular, frequent deposits of tangible assets; shutdown
devices; and alternate backup sites, equipment, and documen-
tation. Additionally, these devices inhibit unauthorized
transactions, theft, security breaches, and manipulation cf
data and assets for ulterior motives. The safeguarding of
assets through the use of appropriate protective devices is
fundamental in any system of internal control.
There are also a variety cf clerical devices desigred to
ensure accuracy in the records by preventing unintentional
errors or ty making the commission of irregularitites more
difficult. Many of these devices are mechanical; calcula-
tors, adding machines, memory typewriters, computers, cash
registers, and bookkeeping machines; ethers are nenmechan-
ical, such as the double-entry bookkeeping system, OCE and
ether printed forms, preprinted "turnaround" documents, NCR
documents that provide automatic copies, bocks of original
entry requiring cross-footing, established documentation
procedures, independent duplicate verification of calcula-
tions. The list cf available clerical devices is virtually
infinite in length. It is clear that this technique
contributes to the attainment cf good internal contrcl.
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In support cf tie emphasis on internal control as a
positive, constructive force in the achievement of crgariza-
tional objectives is the concept of rewards. Regards ccme
in many forms: salary increases, commissions, bonuses, and
ether nears of personal compensation; titles, status
increases, symbolic awards, and other types of recognition;
promotions, increased responsibility and authority, and
ether methods cf conierring personal power [fief. 122]. All
these factors lave strong motivational influences which
serve to both encourage desired action and curtail that
which is urdesirable.
It can be observed that these basic techniques which
provide the basis for effective internal control procedures
have a wide range cf applications and are highly interre-
lated and interdependent in their actual implementation and
usefulness. Mautz summarizes these characteristics ir the
following illustraticr:
Prevision of adequate review depends directly on appro-
Eriate organization and the requirement cf restcrsi-ility reports. Alsc, a system of accounting reccrds
may be provided, but unless a variety of clerical proof
devices is employed to give seme assurance of accuracy,
the data produced by tne reccrds are not lively to re
reliable. Even protective devices such as storerooms,
safes, and cash drawers are essential if the accounting
reccrds are tc be dependable. If unauthorized trans-
actions are possible, reccrds are unlikely to he reli-
able, and the greater the probability or unauthorized
transactiens, the less reliable will be the data
provided by the reccrds. Accounting control without
physical control ma^ be possible, but it is extremely
unlikely. It is important to note that protective
devices, therefore, are important to the supplying of
useful information as well as to safeguarding the
assets, [fief, 123]
I- CCSIJCI CRITERIA ieveloihent and application by iosciion
The Erice Waterhcuse (PR) approach represents an alter-
native tc Mautz's cerivaticn of control criteria from
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contrcl system couponents. The PW model explicitly
addresses the concept cf internal administrative ccntrcl in
the development cf ciiteria based on control objectives for
each organizational function in a transaction system- Ike
cverall Pfl approach emphasizes five significant aspects:
understanding t-he business, financial reporting considera-
tions, internal accounting controls, cost-benefit analysis,
and admiristrati le controls. These administrative controls
are differentiated tv their influence on the establishment
cf an appropriate ccntrol environment, on the nature cf
internal accounting ccntrol procedures, and on the satisfac-
tion cf internal accounting ccntrol objectives £Eef- 124].
Ihe crvicus emphasis en accounting control is attributed to
the fact that Price Uaterhcuse is in the business of
providing auditing aid accounting services. Nonetheless, it
recognizes a brcader definition of internal control and
advances the notion that any ccntrol that bears upon the
reliability of financial statements, regardless of its cias-
sificaticn as an accounting or administrative control, is
important to the effective implementation and evaluation cf
the ccntrcl system as a whole. In this model, administra-
tive controls are described as those "which surround ail
business activities (through which) management seeks to
discharge (its) responsibility ... by establishing specific
administrative conticls designed with that activity in
Jiind." £Bef. 125]
In this model, administrative controls are grouped into
the following categories:
(1) Organization controls - controls achieved ry the
manner m which (an organization) assigns responsitilit
v
and assigns authority.
(2) Operating controls - ccntrol achieved through adher-
ence tc policies and procedures within the organization.
(3) Information system controls - ccntrol achieved
through providing information to appropriate levels of
manageaent. £ Eef . 126]
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It is apparent t-hat this categorization directly correlates
«ith aid reinforces tie elements of the internal administra-
tive ccntrcl definiticn developed in the previous chapter.
lie first category of organization controls focuses on
the ccnticl techniques of organization structure and delega-
tion cf authority and have as their objectives encouraging
adherence to corpcrate policies and procedures, and
providing fcr an orderly authorization process. The organi-
zational structure provides guidance relative tc reporting
relationships, and functional responsibilities and limita-
tions cf authority of key individuals. Effective ccmmurica-
tion cf these assigraents and limitations, in additicn to
consideration fcr tie competency of individuals and the
potential fcr override of authority are ail keys tc well
contrclled operations- Both structural design and the dele-
gation and flow cf authority within this framework estatlish
the parameters fcr tie decision making process- The authcrs
cf the The Guide to Accoun ting Contr ols view the fcllcwing
as characteristics cf effective crganizaticn controls if:
(1) Orcanizaticn structure supports management's overall
goals. "
(2) framework fcr delegation, and limitation, of
auticrity is well defined.
(3) functional assignment of responsibilities is
logical.
{£*) Assignment of responsibilities is clear.
(51 Authority is delegated commensurate with responsi-
bilities.
(6) Adeguate and competent supervision and staffing is
available with appropriate coordination and communica-
tion amcng functions- £Bef- 127]
Operating control techniques are regarded as policies
and procedures of an organization which provide the frame-
work tithir which ether activites are planned, executed, and
controlled. The operating control system represents a means
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cf ccimuricating gcals, objectives, and acccuntabiii ty icr
application in the planning and evaluation process, and
helps tc ensure that transactions are preapjroved and -within
delegated authorization limits- Desirable characteristics
cf operating controls are:
(1) Suited tc the organization structure and aid in
carrying cut delegated responsibilities,
(2) Kell defined, clear and documented.
(3) Hell conceived and practical to carry out.
(4) fasy to interpret and aptly. £Ref. 128]
Management * s kncsledge and understanding of past,
present, and proposed activities and transactions depend in
varying degnees on the organization^ information system.
Ihis information contributes to discipline and environmental
incentives for compliance in day-to-day evaluation and deci-
sion making. The information system monitors the organiza-
tion's "pulse" for executive managers who cannot be present
to witness each transaction or be aware of each decision
generated at various levels throughout the organization. PW
recommends that' the review process should weigh scze cf the
following characteristics of an information system:
(1) Information is sufficiently detailed to identify
out-cf-line operations or point to possible prctlems
having internal control implications.
(2) Content of the report is relevant to the user.
(3) Form of presentation highlights important informa-
tion and aids understanding.
(4) Information is timely and reliable enough to be
useful for its intended purposes.
(5) Distribution latches the assigned responsibilities
of individuals in positions to know that the information
makes sense in the light of their familiarity with what
happened.
(6) Information is actually used by recipients with the
competence and time to understand its significance and
in a position to take action, ir necessary, to determine




In illustration cf the PW model, condensed descriptions
cf seme realistic and desirable administrative controls are
provided fox the functional area of productive assets. In
general, the objectives cf ccncern in this area are designed
to ensure appropriate productive capacity acguisiticr in
light cf organizational needs, effective allocation cf funds
in acgrecate and by product, productive use of existing
assets, and adequate protection of productive assets from
physical less or deterioration [fief- 130].
Admiristrati \e crganiz aticnal controls for productive
assets are derived frcffl analysis of the significance cf the
assets tc the organization's operations; the size, techno-
logical complexity, and acguisition lead times cf prepesed
projects; and the procurement expertise of the organization.
These factors will determine the formality of the orga-
nization structure needed, including the level cf
manaceaent invclveaent and approval, and the sccpe and
nature of the orgarizaticnal functions and activities
reguired tc ccnticl productive assets. Ihe reviewer
shculd understand hew the administrative functions are
delegated and coordinated with ether.-, activities. Ihe
organization structure and the delegation of authority
within the structure establish the framework within
which capital spending decisions are reached [fief, 131]
Ic ensure that appropriate methods are followed, manage-
ment inplements and enforces various administrative oper-
ating controls in the form cf formal policies and procedures
which provide assistance in planning, control, prccur e&ert,
and mainterance cf tie organization's productive assets and
set the framework tc facilitate the execution cf ether
procedures and activities. PS identifies significant areas
where policies and procedures for productive assets would
contribute to effective management control as: "acguisition
and disposal of prodictive assets, capitalization cf ccsts,
leasing versus purchasing cf assets, custody and use of
assets, and evaluating pctential and actual results of
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acquiring capital assets" £Bef. 132], Specific pclici€s to
support these areas are classified in terms of productive
asset planning / project lanagement, and cperaticn.
Administrative operating policies and procedures in the area
cf planning consider long and short range planning and fcudg-
eting; and the proposal, evaluation and approval of capital
projects. Project maragement policies are developed as trey
relate to the asset procuremert and monitoring processes.
Policies in the operation of assets involve the custody and
protection cf assets from less, the evaluation cf asset
utili2aticn and productivity, maintenance and repair, and
salvace and dispcsal £2ef. 133 j
.
Information for planning and controlling productive
asset procurement alsc serves as an effective administrative
ccntrcl.
The infematior system for acquiring and using produc-
tive assets should re sufficient to enable management to
direct and control the activities and plan for the
future. Previous consideration of the unique business
attributes and review of. organization ana operatinc
ccnticls should prcvide insight as to the type or infor-
mation needed, and when and how often it is needed.
lo he useful, this information must be detailed sufficently
to track projects which are proposed, authorized, arc in
progress, and to identify cut-of-control or potential
problem areas. The information must also be distributed to
the apprcpriate respcnsible agent in a form which facili-
tates rather than cbstructs understanding, and must be
timely and reliable enough to suit its intended purposes.
Lata en roth reguirenents and progress in satisfying these
requirements are provided by long and short range capital
plans and budgets. Ccntrol information is also collected by
project to assist in resource allocation and the evaluation
cf results. Other operating information is provided by

neans cf maintenance, productive assets, and statistical
data repcrts. Appendix 2 represents an adaptation cf Volume
6 of the G uid e to jjgcoun ting Control s and illustrates a
comprehensive breakdown oi administrative organization,
operating, and information system controls into suhactivi-
ties icr ease of reference and application tc the area of
productive assets. &n additional example of administrative
contrcls delineated by function is furnished by the Navy
Jinance Center in Appendix P.
£• IS3EINAI C031E01 SYS1EZ EVA10ATION
lie evaluation and review cf the control system revclves
around obtaining information about the organization and its
procedures by means cf discussion with appropriate marace-
ment perscnrel and studying documentation such as procedures
manuals, job descriptions, flowcharts and decision tables.
The development of a prcgram or plan is an effective
apprcach tc organize the evaluation process and systemat-
ically collect the required information. Cf equal impcr-
tance 1c the evaluation plan is documentation of the results
cf the review, to irclude overall internal control objec-
tives, judgments on internal and external environmental
factors, administrative contici procedures, and flowcharts
cr other descriptions of the procedures and segregation cf
duties. A consolidated adaptation of the evaluation prcgram
advocated bv Price Waterhouse £Bef. 135] follows:
(1) Gain an understanding cf the unigue attributes and
risks inlerent in the business.
(2) Identify those functions and people that are important
to processing transactions,
(3) Consider the or carizat icnal financial reporting needs.
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(4) Identify aid ccnsider those aspects of administrative
contrcls which establish an appropriate control environment/
influence tie nature cf other control procedures/ cr hel± to
satisfy control objectives.
(5) Consider whether the control environment presides
reasonable assurance to marageaent and others that control
objectives will he achieved.
(6) State the ccntrcl objectives for each iucction in light
cf the unique attributes, risks, and administrative
contrcls.
(7) Ottain an understanding cf the transaction processing
system b} a preliminary survey-
(8) Evaluate whether there is an appropriate segregation of
duties within and amcrc functions and whether administrative
and ether internal control procedures will provide reascn-
able assurance that the control objectives will be achieved.
(9) Identify any objectives which will not he achieved due
to weaknesses, and the appropriate control procedures which
should be instituted to eliminate any identified weaknesses.
(10) Confirm the evaluation by testing for compliance these
contrcls which are mest likely to achieve internal control
objectives.
(11) Eeccmmend procedures be instituted to eliminate any
identified weaknesses when a cost-benefit analysis analysis
indicates that it is practicable to do so.
(12) Ccnclude and prepare a summary report on the results cf
the evaluation.
Ihe method of testing compliance with administrative
contrcls depends on the specific nature of the contrcls but
Si*

will likely involve inguiry, crservation, and inspection of
documentation [Ref. 136]. Administrative organization
contrcls car be tested for compliance through discussicn of
the Jires cf authority and assigned duties with members of
the various departments and through observation cf the
performance of those duties. The results of this exchange
cf information may then be compared with organization
charts, job descriptions, and policy and procedures manuals.
Administrative operating ccntrcls likewise lend themselves
to compliance testing by determining whether operating poli-
cies aid procedures affecting critical functions and trans-
actions are being implemented. These tests involve the
examination of documentation for associated indications cf
verification or approval (authorized signatures or
initials), and observation to gauge timeliness, efficiency,
and separation of incompatible duties. Testing compliance
with information system contrcls presumes an understanding
cf actual information utilization for control purposes.
Eiscussicn with employees to determine their interpretation
cf a report's utility, content, and resultant actions or
guesticns will provide a rasis for the evaluation cf the
control effect of the particular report. The most effective
test plan fcr a computer system most likely will involve the
use cf that system. The computer, operating under the
control test program designed by the reviewer, can he used
to select items for test, make comparative analyses, execute
mathematical calculations, and to generate exception data.
Ihe evaluatcr can thex investigate the exceptions and eval-




The criteria for control depend on the size, dispersion,
complexity, management philosophy, structure and grouping of
an organization. Laiger organizations require more detailed
formal documentation and communication of policies, proce-
dures, standards, anc contrcl systems for the effective and
efficient achievement cf cocticl objectives. The develop-
ment cf control criteria can re rased on their application
to ccntrcl system components or functional control objec-
tives as deemed appropriate to the particular organization.
Eegardless cf the approach, emphasis roust be placed en the
estarlislment of an ervironment that creates the appropriate
control awareness, attitude and discipline. Paramcur.t to
success is the design of a control system (whether it be
management, administrative, or operational) which fits the
structure and management philosophy of the organization,
which focuses on the areas of risx inherent to its goals and
mission, and which strikes a talance between the ccsta and
benefits cf control. A precursor to evaluation is a review
cf current administrative controls to gain an understarding
of the control environment and the organization's mission
and practices. In evaluating the effectiveness cf an
internal control system, the nain thrust of testing should
he directed to the execution cf those procedures which are
critical to meeting the organizations goals and objectives.
Compliance tests are conducted to ensure that the ccr.trol
system is operating as intended and are most pertinert to
the evaluation cf administrative controls. These tests
involve the examination of documentation, discussions with
management and employees, and observation cf the performance
cf duties. If the results cf the compliance tests reveal
that performance and controls deviate from that which is
desired, corrective action is required to modify controls in
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light cf possible irternal and external environmental
changes, or to reaphasize preecriied procedures and heighten




V. AN 0PZSA1ICIAL lEflNIUCH CI ADMINISTRATIVE CCNT5CI
Marine Corps Order 5200-24 , Establish men t, Maintenance,
Eeview and Improve nent of Management Control Sjstess,
defines adEinistratius control as:
Adiinistrati ve ccitrcls provide the organisational
structure and parameters through which missions and
goals are achieved and coordination and cchesi veness ar€
maintained. Ihey are designed to assure adherence tc
applicable laws, reculaticns and policies and to promote
operational eccnoaj'and efficiency. Estatlishaer t and
maintenance of ad ninistr a tive control is a ccumand/
management/supervisory responsibility applicable to ail
functional areas throughout an organization.
Adainistrati ve controls generally have an affect on
emplcyee awareness cf individual responsibility, create
a positive organizational attitude, act as an incentive
to enfloyees tc fcilcw procedures, and provide reascn-
able assurance that the failure tc perform assicned
procedures will result in appropriate disciplinary
action- Ccmmand/maragement/supervisory decisions
pertaining to administrative control can nave a direct
influence on the quality and adequacy of acccuntinc
contrcls. Some administrative control procedures can
alsc have a significant influence on the type of
accounting contrcls employed.
lie Marine Corps' definition cf administrative control is an
all encompassing definition which incorporates nanagement
control, adainistrative control, and operational control as
it relates to pecple, structure, process and the breadth of
focus in the organization. Administrative control, as
developed in Chapter 3 and restated here, is:
The pnccess of desicninq the appropriate structure and
specifying predeteiminea decisions or actions through
which canagement assures that the organization carries
out its goals and objectives efficiently and effec-
tively.
Predetermined structure and process (what an organiza-
tion is and what it dees) are not new to the Marine Corps.
All fcriral organizations possess mission statements and
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lables cf Organization (T/O's) which predetermine structure
and provide an inherent element of administrative centrel-
ine formation of ne * organizations are guided by doctrine,
such as fleet Marine force Manual (FMFM) 0-1 which estab-
lishes procedures for the formation of Marine Air Ground
Task forces/ providing then first with a mission statement
and then with an or carizat ional structure tailored to meet
that predetermined requirement. Due to the high degree of
decentralization in the Marine Corps, standardization in the
form cf Ccmmandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) Whits letters,
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's), User Manuals, Policy
Memorandums, Desktop Irocedures, Turnover Files, Operations
Plans and Orders, Ccmmand/Organizaticn/Unit orders and
directives, etc., provide additional administrative
controls. SOP's, as an example, predetermine structure and
process through standardization of all administrative and
operaticral aspects cf a function; establishment of satis-
factory performance levels and training requirements for
individuals; establishment cf satisfactory performance
levels oi functions; affixing responsibility, accountability
and authority fcr performance and decision- making ; estab-
lishment of methods for coordination between echelons cf
command, both internal and external to the organization,
and, interface between differing functions within the orga-
nization; establishment of methods to evaluate performance;
and establishment cf a mechanism to report status and
results. MCO P5215.1F, The Marine Corps Directive Sy stem ,
requires the establishment of a minimum number of subordi-
nate cemmand directives to ensure consistency (control) with
Headguarters guidance. Each cf these directives should be
localized to meet the organization's needs and to supplement
the achievement of efficiency— maximum output from a given
guantity cf input— and effectiveness--how well an organiza-
tion dees its job.
SS

Predetermined structure and process suggest a somewhat
static ccntrol ervircrment, one that previously exists which
requires little action frcii the command/management/
supervisory personnel responsible for the function,
nevertheless, predeteimined structure and process is tut cne
small pcrtion of the overall dynamic management ccrticl
system. MCO 56 CO. 31, Publication and Printing Regulations,
provides fcr the review and subseguent certification that
directives (administrative controls) are current and reflect
the operations as actually performed in the organization.
Additionally, the Marine Corps Manual, in paragraph 10 11-3,
provides that commanders shall "make or cause to he made
such inspections as aie necessary to evaluate ail functional
areas of their commands and to keep themselves informed, at
all times, of the overall condition of their command." lie
Marine Ccrps has identified, as a prelude to the establish-
ment of an effective management control program, scire 35
functional areas varying in degrees of risk, that must he
reviewed fcr program inplementation. Heviews, like inspec-
tions, cannot te conducted by seat-of-the pants analysis,
tut rather ty ambulatory management with active participa-
tion ry those directly and indirectly effected. The
dynamics of this management ccntrol system encompass the
entire organization and impact on the static nature of
administrative ccntrcl.
In order to deternine the effectiveness of the controls
in a functional area, an evaluation (management ccntrol
review) aust be made to compare the performance of the indi-
vidual tasXs involved in the functional area, as well as the
functional area in tcto, with the predetermined standard.
The evaluation should also consider the reliability of the
standard, i.e., before an inspection is conducted to ccapare
the perfcmance of a functional area with the standards set
forth in the SOP, it should be determined if the SCP is
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currert and complies lith guidance from higher headquarters.
There are many vehicles in the Marine Corps to assist
commanders/ managers/ supervisors in conducting evaluations
which should preclude the "reinvention of the wheel" between
organizations. Field Supply and Maintenance Analysis Office
checklists, Supply ard Maintenance Assistance Office check-
lists (internally generated by some commands) ,
Inspector-General Marine Corps checklists, self-inspection
program checklists, and Marine Corps Disbursing Cn-Site
Examination learn (MCI0SF1) checklists are examples of the
many that already e^ist which identify the critical areas
for consideration within functions. The Naval Audit Service
audit programs assist management in conducting reviews of
their furctional areas to evaluate established controls and
areas where controls may be weak or missing (SZCNAVIEST
"5510. £A provides a list and instructions for obtaining
them) . Appendix G provides an example of an aid useful in
the conduct of evaluations.
I apl e mentation of a Management Control Program as a
post-factc ccncern tc organizational development is no easy
task. Ihe Marine Corps Manual clearly points cut that
internal ccntrols have always been part of a commar cer *
s
responsibilities. Ihe General Accounting Office (G5C) has
published Standards for I nternal C ontro l in the Fe deral
Government which define the minimum acceptable guality of
interral ccrtrol systems and provide criteria against which
systems will be evaluated. These standards also can be
considered techniques useful in developing a control program
and evaluating administrative controls as well as the the
management control system. Chapter IV provides soie addi-
tional control techniques and criteria that both complement
and supplement those provided by GAO.
The Comptroller of the 3D Force Service Support Group
provides an appropriate commentary on the difficulties
encountered in i uplenentaticn of an effective program.
1C1

The greatest stumbling block to the effective implemen-
tation of such a program is parochial perceptions, i.e.:
the Supply Officer Kic initiates acquisition neyocd his
finarcaal ceiling simply because "they" need it; the
Mairteiance Officer who states he is onlv a "wrencn-
turrer" and doesn't know the dollar value of materials
consumed; or the fiscal Officer who feels he is crly an
accountant and he told "them"- Today's climate of
concern regarding governmental waste, fraud and abuse
demands that to lie a leader one also must be an eifi-
cient resource manager- £Eef- 138]
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VI. ANALYSIS, CCJCIO SICKS AJD BECOJMENDATICNS
A. IBSICEDCIIOH
She naix purpose of this thesis has .been to determine
the answers to tao questions: first, what is internal admin-
istrative control; and secondly, how does it apply to the
Marine Corps? In this final chapter, the authors present
the conclusions and recommendations derived from this
research effort.
Section 3 of this chapter is a .brief analysis of the
data crtaired from the Internal Administrative Cciticl
Questicnraire. Section C presents the conclusions derived
from the research and analysis and offers recommendations
relative to the implementation of an effective ccntiol
program in the Marine Corps.
E. A8AI1SIS OF THE C.CZSIIO CHAISE
lie guestionnaire generally asked for an honest,
personal interpretation of the phrase "internal administra-
tive control" from personnel responsible for the implementa-
tion of the Marine Corps' Management Control Program at
twenty-fcur major field activities. The questionnaire also
asked each activity tc provide, through answers to the ques-
tionnaire, evidence cf how internal administrative control
applied to them. lie questionnaire was sent out subsequent
to premutation of fiarine Corps Order (3C0) 7000. 15 which
directed the establishment cf control systems and provided
Headquarters' definitional interpretation. Eesponse tc the
questienraire was considered good, with fifteen cf the
twenty-fcur commands replying for a 63% response rate. A
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review cf tie responses reflected that all tut two respon-
dents siarly reiterated the definitions included by
Headguarters, Marine Corps in its previously published
Order- Ihe information provided by those two respondents
has beer incorporated in Chapter IV of this thesis.
Particularly helpful in this effort was the response of
Major I. Clay, Comptroller of the 3D Force Service Support
Group. In a separate letter to the authors, he provided
unusual insight on the subject matter. His letter has been
referenced in Chapter V. As a result of the "party line"
response by the najcrity, the questionnaire did net provide
the authors with any significant input as to the application
of interral administrative control in the Marine Corps.
C. CCUCI05ICNS 2ND BZCCHHESLAIICMS
A literary search provided relatively little information
cf use to the authors on the subject of internal administra-
tive control- While nest auditing literature mentioned the
topic ard its importance to the overall control program,
discussions centered around accounting controls- Management
control tests also reflect a void of discussion or the
subject. As a result of significant research into the area
cf control, in general, the following conclusions relative
to icterral administrative control have been derived: first,
administrative controls are those predetermined controls
that give purpose, direction and meaning to the crgariza-
tion ; second, administrative control applies to all levels
cf the organization, and management (at all levels) is
responsible for the controls being in place and purposeful;
and third, administrative controls are reflected in three
dimensions in the organization; as organization controls
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defining structure and delineation of authority and respon-
sibility; as operating controls providing process and proce-
dures; and, as information system controls which tailci the
system tc promote effective decision- making.
Administrative controls have applicability to any orga-
nization that reguires purpose, direction and meaning, rut
they cannot exist in a static environment. As a result of
environmental changes, personnel turnover, value charges,
and goal redirection, administrative controls must be
dynamic, thereby demanding constant review and update. Ihe
dynamics of administrative control preclude separation ficm
management control, and, as a vital part of the organiza-
tion, are intended tc assist vice hamper management in the
allocation of scarce resources.
lie authors make the following reccmmendations for the
implementation of effective administrative controls:
(1) tours for commanding officers shrould be lengthened
to permit a more intimate .knowledge of the requirements for
organizational control and tc permit the adaptation cf the
management information system to meet their needs;
(2) tcp-level management must take a more active role
in establishing a positive control environment, necessi-
tating evaluations cf both themselves and their subordinates
relative tc this responsibility;
(3) managers at all levels must have increased input
into the design cf management information systems tc provide
them vitfc feedback on the adeguacy of their controls;
(4) the management information system must have
built-in flexibility tc permit the tailoring of the system
to meet changing management and environmental demands; and,
(5) courses of instruction for managers at ail levels.
Ihe reguirements fcr commanders, managers and supervi-
sors tc establish control ever their organizaticn have
existed ever time in the Marine Corps, as illustrated bv the
10 =

Eari re Cci^s M an u a 1 and self-inspection programs. £
conscious, concerted effort and increased understanding at
everv level of the organization is required to achieve a
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Figure A. 9 Strategic Formulation and Implementation.
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Strategic Planning Tactical Planning
Level of conduct Highest levels of
management
Lower management levels
i Regularity Continuous process; timing
of decisions is irregular
and as need arises
Periodic cycle on a fixed
time schedule i
Subjective values Heavily weighted with
subjectivity
Less subjective
J Range of alternatives Broader Narrower
J Uncertainty More Less ,
,





Information needs Derived from and related
to external environment;
futuristic; imprecise;
tailored to each problem
Heavy reliance on internal |
data, historical records,
and accounting information
Time horizons Usually long time spectrum,
but sometimes shorter based
on the subject
Shorter duration and more
,
uniform
Completeness Entire scope of the
organization
Whole of a suborganizational
unit executing parts of
strategic plans
(
Reference Source or origin for all
planning
Executed within and in
pursuit of strategic plans




Top management and staff;
smaller numbers
Large numbers of managers
and employees
Results evident often only
after several years;
difficult to measure
Easier to measure effectiveness
and efficiency; results are










Point of view Corporate
i
Functional
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Continuous process but timing
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Framework and parameters
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Measured both in financial
terms and nonquantifiable
terms relative to overall
performance
Real time and retrospective
Continuous judgment and
evaluation of judgment
Controls things, money, and
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Not as high due to human
variables and subjectivity
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INTERNAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380




From: Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List
Subj : Internal (Management) Control System Questionnaire
Ref: (a) CMC ltr FDA-33/nlf 5200 of 29 Feb 1984
Encl: (1) Internal (Management) Control System Questionnaire
Guidance
(2) Internal (Management) Control System Questionnaire
1. At the request of this Headquarters, students at the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey/ California are conducting research
related to the applicability, reliability, and effectiveness of
current internal (management) control systems in the Marine Corps.
The reference provided additional information in this regard.
Research will primarily concentrate on administrative controls
employed by command/management/supervisory personnel. A question-
naire has been developed to assist in this research and will serve
as a primary source of information for this effort.
2. Enclosure (1) provides guidance and instruction for completion
of the subject questionnaire, provided as enclosure (2). It is
requested that enclosure (2) be completed in a thorough manner
and returned to the Naval Postgraduate School (Attn: MarCorpRep
Code 0309), Monterey, California 93943 no later than 15 April 1984,
Distribution:
CG FMFLANT Norfolk VA 23511
CG FMFPAC Camp Smith HI 96861
CG MCDEC Quantico VA 22134
CG MCB Camp Pendleton CA 92055
COMCABEAST Cherry Point NC 28533
CG MCRD San Diego CA 92140
CG Fourth MarDiv New Orleans LA 70146
CG MCLB Albany GA 31704
CG MCRD Parris Island SC 29905
COMCABWEST El Toro CA 927 09
CG Fourth MAW New Orleans LA 70146
CG MCB Camp Lejeune NC 285 42






Subj: Internal (Management) Control System Questionaire
CG MCLB Barstow CA 92311
CO HQBN HQMC Arlington, VA 22214
CO MARFINCEN Kansas City, MO 64197
CO MARBKS Washington, D.C. 20390
Director, 1st MCD Garden City, LI, NY 11530
Director, 4th MCD Philadelphia PA 19112
Director, 6th MCD Atlanta GA 30303
Director, 8th MCD New Orleans LA 70142
Director, 9th MCD Shawnee Mission KS 66204
Director, 12th MCD Treasure Island CA 85034
Director, MCRSC Overland Park, KS 66211
Copy to:





To determine an operational definition of internal ad-
ministrative control based on survey responses from Marine Corps
Commanders with secondary emphasis on identification of resources
and skills essential to management control system implementation
and maintenance, development of administrative control techniques,
and improvements to clarify Marine Corps guidance on internal
management control systems.
BACKGROUND :
In October 1981, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) released Circular A-123 which directed Federal Agencies to
maintain effective systems of internal control. In 1982, Congress
enacted the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) which
requires in part that each executive agency establish and conduct
evaluations of their systems of internal accounting and adminis-
trative controls. In response to this requirement, Marine Corps
Order ( MCO ) 7000.15 was issued promulgating guidance on the
establishment and maintenance of internal control systems.
OBJECTIVE :
Based on analysis and comparison of examples and survey
responses, the objective of this questionnaire is to:
(1) determine an operational definition of administrative
control to increase universal understanding of the concept.
(2) assist in the development and implementation of adminis-
trative control systems within the Marine Corps.
(3) develop improvements to and clarifications of current
Marine Corps guidance relative to internal management control
systems
.
Your cooperation in completing this questionnaire will facili-
tate Marine Corps implementation of internal administrative control
requirements. Your frank and candid comments are encouraged.
Information contained herein will be held in strictest confidence.
Identifying information is requested only to resolve any future
questions that may arise.
Questions or clarification on any matters concerning this
survey should be direct to:
MAJ H. G. RUDGE Autovon 878-255 7/3 039/2 401
LCRD C. F. ILLIG Autovon 878-255 7/3039/2401
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1. Management controls encompass both accounting control as
well as administrative control. In operational terms, define
administrative control relative to your organization, or as inter-
preted by your command.
2. For the purpose of conducting vulnerability assessments,
the Department of the Navy (DON) has been segmented into twenty
major programs/functions. In the following list, check the









Automatic Data Processing International Logistics)
Commuicat ions MWR Activities
Education and Training Personnel













3. Are these administrative controls formalized in writing?
(Yes/No)
4. What programs/functions are peculiar to your organization
and cannot be classified in the segments listed above?
5. Has your organization also developed administrative
controls for these command-specific programs/functions?
(Yes/No)
6. What is the general command/management attitude toward
administrative controls?
7. It is neither necessary nor cost-beneficial to have
complete control over every situation. There is a point at which
the level of control should be established. In general, what is
the lowest entity/level of administrative control that has been
established in your organization?
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8. MCO 7000.15 provides guidance for vulnerability assess-
ments. How has your organization determined those programs/
functions that are most vulnerable to waste, fraud, and abuse due
to deficiencies in administrative control?
9. What specific techniques or methodologies were used for
those vulnerability assessments? What problems have you encount-
ered in the conduct of those assessments?
10. How has your organization conducted risk analysis in the
area of administrative control?
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11. What specific techniques or methodologies were used for
risk analysis? What problems have you encountered in the conduct
of this analysis?
12. In general, what indicators have been established to pro-
vide reasonable assurance that your organization's administrative
controls are reliable and effective?
13. Who has your organization designated to design the manage-
ment control system? Has this individual utilized functional area
specialists to assist in system design for a particular area?
14. What was the rationale behind the assignment of the
management control system designer?
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15. Who has been designated to implement/maintain/coordinate
your organization's management control system?
16. What was the rationale behind this assignment?
17. What changes/improvements to the internal management con-
trol system (with emphasis on administrative control) could your




18. Has your organization established administrative proce-
dures or mechanisms to enforce the intended functioning of manage-
ment controls?
(Yes/No)
If yes, described these procedures/mechanisms.
19. It is requested that you provide copies of any locally
generated forms which have assisted you in the implementation and
maintenance of your internal management control system.
20. Any questions concerning this questionnaire should be
directed to:
MAJ H. G. RUDGE Autovon: 878-255 7/3 039/2 401




GENERAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT ANAYLSIS
Organizational Segment
This form should be filled out for each operational department and
directorate. It may be completed for the component as a whole or individually
for each program or administrative function. The determining factors should
be size, nature and functions conducted within the component.
This form, used as an analytic checksheet, can determine whether the
characteristics of a strong, general control environment exists by: (a)
reviewing your documented policies and procedures, ( b) talking with management
and other personnel, (c) observing practices, and (d) drawing upon your
familiarity with the operation.
All questions require comments. Deficiencies currently identified which are
being corrected should be mentioned. Any outstanding audit findings which
have not been resolved should be used and weighed when answering these
questions.
This form should be completed with the knowledge that currently exists in your
operations. No new studies or reviews are required or intended. This form is
designed to be filled out after meeting with the key personnel in your
organization.
Use the following rating scale to evaluate each area:
5 - At the ideal level (no negative impact)
A - Some improvement may be possible
3 - Good with improvements being planned (moderate negative impact)
2 - Fair, needs major studies and changes to improve
1 - Needs immediate management attention (heavy negative impact)
1. Management Attitude . Are management policies and decisions implemented as
directed? Does management follow its own policies? Do managers and
supervisors know their responsibilities in regard to internal control? Are
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2. Organizational Structure . Is the organizational unit segmented
satisfactorily? Do problems exist on functions which are inter-departmental?




3. Personnel . Are the personnel competent and do they have the integrity
required by their jobs? Have they been adequately trained? Is there a high
turnover rate? Is the length of time to train journeymen a problem? Do
employees have career paths?
Rating
Comments :
4. Delegation and Communication of Authority and Responsibility . has
appropriate delegation or limitation of authority been made that insures that
responsibilities are effectively discharged? Do effective communication
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5. Policies and Procedures . Does the documentation of policies and
procedures for internal controls exist? (These include written policy
standard operating procedures, pay related manuals, flow charts, position
descriptions, functional statements, design manuals, decision tables,
software, memoranda, completed questionnaires and any other related written
material used to describe the internal control methods.) Are these documents
disseminated to those individuals that require access to them? Does this
documentation effectively describe how the organization is intended to perform




b. Budgeting and Reporting Practives . Are organizational goals communicated
and specified to supervisors and employees? Are the goals monitored to the




7 Organizational Checks and Balances. Is there an appropriate level of
financial and other management controls? Does management feel satisfied that








8. ADP Consideration . Is there an awareness of the strengths and exposures
inherent in a system that uses ADP? Are ADP decisions that affect operational




9. Risk Assessment . List the ten risks which concern management in the
segments under your administration. Also note the current management control
objective to combat that risk and the control technique that is being used to
prevent the risk from occurring. (You must list at least ten.)




Internal Control Officer's Name
bate
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I SECOND LEVEL SUPERVISORS,
I AND EMPLOYEES TO
DETERMINE ADEQUATE
COMMUNICATIONS EXIST
I FOR POLICY AND PROCEDURES
K
1. DO MANAGERS AND
WORKERS KNOW WHAT IS
EXPECTED?
2. ARE THEY AWARE OF
PROCEDURES?





1 IF MANAGEMENT OVERRIDES
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| DETERMINE METHODS TO BE DOCUMENTATION |
I USED TO TEST CONTROL K TRANSACTION |
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(a) Functions and activities relating to the management of productive
assets should be defined and established in accordance with stated
management goals and objectives.
(b) There should be clear assignment of responsibility and commensurate
delegation of authority for these functions and activities.
(c) There should be adequate and competent staffing and supervision with
appropriate coordination and communication with other functions.
(2) Productive Asset Control Responsibilities
(a) Capital asset planning.
(b) Capital project management.
(c) Operation of capital assets.
OPERATING CONTROLS :
(1) Policies and Procedures for Productive Assets
(a) Acquisition and disposal of productive assets.
(b) Capitalization of costs.
(c) Leasing versus purchasing of assets.
(d) Custody and use of capital assets.
(e) Evaluating potential and actual results of acquiring capital assets
(2) Long and Short Range Capital Asset Planning
(a) Coordination with other functions.
(b) Appropriate consideration of the length of time required to plan,
acquire and put into operation the related productive assets.
(c) Analysis of the technical and financial feasibility of proposed
projects
.
(d) Establishment of priorities for selection and funding of competing
projects




(3) Proposal, Evaluation, and Approval of Projects
(a) Description of the short and long range operating needs to be met by
the acquisition of facilities or equipment.
(b) Description of the physical and technical specifications of facilities
or equipment to be acquired.
(c) Estimate of the operating benefits, costs, and product quality expected
from the program or project.
(d) Estimate of the time periods involved, including dates of physical
completion or acquisition, and the timing of expected cash investments
and returns.
(e) Estimate of total costs incurred, including costs of project develop-
ment, relocation, start-up, and proceeds from disposition of present
assets
.
(f) Description of proposed depreciation or amortization methods, rates,
and amounts.
(g) Estimated initial expenditure requirements, including items to be
capitalized and expensed.
(h) Expected project revenues, expenses, and net cash flows by year.
(i) Financial tests of investment worth.
(j) Whether to make, buy, or lease capital assets.
(k) Alternative methods of financing.
(1) Ranking of alternative expenditure opportunities according to criteria
set by management.
(4) Acquisition of Capital Assets
(a) Requesting bids for asset acquisitions.
(b) Contracting for acquisition, delivery, and installation of assets.
(c) Procurement of related materials and supplies.
(d) Disposition of assets by sale, abandonment, or retirement as a result
of acquisitions.
(5) Monitoring of Capital Asset Acquisitions
(a) Clear designation of project management responsibility.
(b) A detailed project plan and schedule using, if appropriate, the





(c) A plan for the commitment of resources.
(d) Detail cost estimates by task.
(e) Detail cost accumulation by task and by type of expense.
(f) Project status reporting on schedule, cost, and completion performance
with variances by cause and responsibility.
(g) Periodic and final technical reviews.
(h) Defined acceptance criteria.
(i) Procedures for accumulating and transferring costs to appropriate
capital and expense accounts.
(j) Post-completion reviews as to costs and benefits compared to plans.
(6) Custody and Use of Productive Assets
(a) Separate identification and individual accountability for each asset.
(b) Periodic determination of the existence of the assets.
(c) Authorized access to and use of assets.
(d) Adequate insurance coverage and protection against physical loss.
(e) Authority to sell or otherwise dispose of capital assets.
(7) Maintenance of Capital Assets
(a) Appropriate preventative and corrective maintenance.
(b) Formal scheduling, budgeting, and accounting for maintenance activities.
(c) Periodic analysis of costs of maintenance to consider replacement of
productive assets.
INFORMATION SYSTEM CONTROLS :
(1) Long and Short Range Capital Plans and Budgets
(a) Long range planning information.
(1) Forecasts pertaining to assets
(2) Facility requirements and productive asset additions and replace-
ments to meet these forecasts
(b) Short range capital budgets.
(1) Capital budget for the current year
(2) Periodic reports comparing budgeted and actual expenditures to date
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(2) Capital Project Control Information
(a) Project progress and status reports:
(1) Project plan, resource requirements, and schedule
(2) Comparison of schedule with actual performance by task
(3) Comparison of budgeted with actual expenditures to date plus
estimate to complete
(4) Projected physical work and cost to complete.
(b) Approved project proposals.
(c) Approved feasibility studies.
(d) Post-completion reports, by task and project, analyzing any major
variances from budgets or estimates.
(3) Other Operating Information
(a) Maintenance reports:
(1) Preventative/corrective maintenance schedule and performance
(2) iMaintenance budget and actual-to-date
(b) Productive asset reports:
(1) Current inventory of productive assets
(2) Additions, sales, or retirements by class of assets and time
period
(c) Statistical data and reports:
(1) Leased facilities and equipment
(2) Utilization of plant capacity and individual facilities
(3) Idle plant and equipment
(4) Equipment breakdown analysis
(5) Machine repair histories
(6) Maintenance work order backlogs
(7) Maintenance cost trends
(8) Insurance coverage




EXAMPLE OF FUNCTIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
RISK EXAMPLES
Major Program/Function: Administrative Support
Assessable Unit: Planning and Resources Management
Assessable Sub Unit: Provide Management Analysis Services (Code 042)
Risk Control Otnective Control Tecnnicue
Illegal or Improper
activities are




1. Management Analysis services
provided by Code 042 meet the
NAVFINCEN's legitimate* needs.
•lawful; conforming to recognized
principles or accepted rules and
standards.
II. a. Written work assignments are re-
quired for all management analy-
sis services provided. Work
Assignment must contain objec-
tives to be attained, scope and
approach to be applied, and
milestones and target dates to
be accomplished. Work Assign-
ment must be approved in advance
of the allocation of resources.
l.b. Approval of written work assign-
ment is always accomplished- at
one management level above the
management level responsible for
allocating the resources.
"3L. a. Management Analysis
services accomplish
no useful purpose









are conducted in a manner that
promotes economy and effl-
ency in the operations of the
Management Planning Division.
Written work assignments must
have quantifiable and measurable
objectives, a statement of the
scope of the assignment, the
approach to be used to accom-
plish the assignment, and mile-














3. a. Potential for
fraud, waste, and
abuse.
Saieguaras exist to prevent
unauthorized or wasteful use
of Management Analysis
















Division Director must approve
the Work Plans and modifications
to thea. Division Director must
approve work assignments.
Performance Standards for Branch




Risk Control Obiective Control Technique
4. a. Loss of experienced
parsonnel.
4.b. Unable to accom-
plish mission.
Maintain low (13%) turnover
rate.
A. a. Provide backup, understudy for
major, important programs/
projects.
4.b. Provide regular opportunity for




Prevent Conflict of Interest
in recommendations effecting
procurement.
5. a. Required annual reading of
Standards of Conduct.




Maintain competency of staff, 6. a. Define KSA's,











7. Prescribe approach in work
assignments. Level of detail






OVERVIEW OF THE INTERNAL CONTRO. EYALUATICfi,







1. Analyze General Control
Environment








1. Identify Event Cycles
2. Analyze General Control
Environment
3. Document the Event Cycle
4. Evaluate Internal
Controls










Since tie inception of officially recognizad internal
contrcl systems, tfcere has been difficulty in segregating
and defining internal administrative controls from internal
accounting controls- The overshadowing of administrative
contrcl has resulted at the outset from the independent
auditing profession 's resistance that the aggregate of
administrative controls do not impact on the fair presenta-
tion cf financial statements. This lack of concern fcr the
administrative conticl process has carried over intc the
federal Government until recent times.
lie private sector auditors 1 thrust continues tc he on
internal accounting controls due to that sector's ccrcern
for the fair presentation of financial statements. 2he
development of internal controls in the public sector is
following the same course as the private sector. 5s a
result, little attention is being directed toward the estab-
lishment and integration of internal administrative control
programs. The public sector is attempting tc fill the
administrative contrcl void solely by applying internal
accounting control techniques to the totality of the
internal control process.
The necessity fcr adeguate internal administrative
contrcl programs is essential in light of increased ccnpeti-
tion for scarce resources and the need to optimize opera-
tional economy and efficiency and management effectiveness
in achieving desired results. The size, complexity, and
diversity cf organizations reguire the development cf
controls tc achieve these goals.
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A lack cf clear, current, and comprehensive infcrmation
on the subject ox internal ccntrol necessitates reliance on
the basic definition cf control — comparing reality with a
standard — and on an understanding of its close relation-
ship tc |lanning, as points of departure for further cccpar-
ative analysis and development of related control concepts.
2he study cf this tasic definition in an organizational
content yields three underlying interdependent dimensions:
organizational structure and design, human interactive
behavior, and a continuum of fcrmality. Additional analysis
identifies the characteristic of time as yet ancther
descriptcr cf control systems. Combinations of these dimen-
sions in varying levels cf importance and pervasiveness
serve to distinguish the bread concept of management ccntiol
from its subsets of administrative and operational ccntrol.
In the final analysis, management ccntrol is bcth a
continuous and retrospective process which integrates struc-
ture., meney, things and people in the efficient and effec-
tive accomplishment cf organizational strategies ar.d ccals.
Cperaticral control tracks things and performance and is
restricted to specific programmed activities capable cf
soluticn by a set cf logical rules to assure individual
transactions are executed efficiently and a ff ectively.
Administrative ccntrci evolves as the critical integrating
"glue" of the organization that assists management in its
role — it is the formal design of the organization's struc-
tural framework and the predetermination of standardized
decisions and actions which render organizational identity
and purjese and assure economy, efficiency and effectiveness
in operations.
lie success cf the organization hinges on the adminis-
trative ccntrol elements cf organizational structure and
design in integrating coordination, communication, and
contrcl. Ihe effectiveness cf this integration process is
14S

directly related to the quality of interactions among the
designers, managers, and employees, and the extent tc shich
management understands and participates in its development.
lie criteria for ccntrol depend on the size, dispersion,
complexity, management philcscphy, structure and grouping of
an organization. Larger organizations require more detailed
formal documentation and communication of policies, proce-
dures,, standards, and control systems for the effective and
efficient achievement of control objectives. The develop-
ment cf ccntrol criteria can re rased on their application
to ccntrcl system components or functional contrcl objec-
tives as deemed appropriate tc the particular organization.
Segardless cf the approach, emphasis must re placed or the
establishment of an environment that creates the appropriate
contrcl awareness, attitude and discipline. Paramount to
success is the design of a ccntrol system (whether it be
management, administrative, or operational) which fits the
structure and management philosophy of the organization,
which focuses on the areas cf risk inherent to its goals and
mission, and which strikes a balance between the ccsts and
benefits cf control.
A precursor to e-oaluaticn is a review of current admin-
istrative controls tc gain an understanding of the control
environment and the organization's mission and practices.
In evaluating the effectiveness of an in t era a 1 ccntrcl
system, the main thrust of testing should be directed tc the
execution cf those procedures which are critical to meeting
the organization's goals and objectives. Compliance tests
are conducted to ensure that the control system is operating
as intended and are most pertinent to the evaluation of
administrative controls. These tests involve the examina-
tion cf documentation, discussions with management and
employees, and observation cf the performance of duties. If
the results of the ccnpliance tests reveal that performance
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and ccntrcls deviate from that which is desired, corrective
action is required tc modify controls in light of possible
internal and external environmental changes, or tc rempha-
size prescribed procedures and heighten ccntrol awareness
for greater assurance or compliance in the future.
The Marine Corps 1 defirition of administrative ccntrol
is ar all encompassing definition which incorporates manage-
iient ccntrcl, administrative control, and operational
contrcl as it relates to pecple, structure, process and the
breadth of focus in the organization. Administrative
contrcl, as developed in this thesis, is:
The process of designing the appropriate structure and
specifying predetermined decisions or actions through
wnich maiagement assures that the organization carries
out its goals and objectives efficiently and- effec-
tively.
Predetermined structure and process (what an organiza-
tion is and what it dees) are not new to the Marine Corps.
All fcrmal organizations possess mission statements and
lables of Organization (T/O's) which predetermine structure
and provide an inherent element of administrative control.
Eue tc the high decree of decentralization in the Marine
Corps, standardization in the form of Commandant of the
Marine Corps (CMC) Khite letters, Standard Operating
Erocedures (SOP's), User Manuals, Policy Memorandums,
lesktcj: Procedures, Turnover Files, Operations Plans and
Crders, Command/Or ganization/Unit orders and directives,
etc., provide additional administrative controls. SCO
P5215.1P, The Marine C orp s Directive System, requires the
establishment of a minimum number of subordinate ccamand
directives to ensure consistency (control) with Headquarters
guidance. Each of these directives should be localized to
meet the organization's needs and to supplement the achieve-





hew well an organizaticr dess its
job.
Predetermined structure and process suggest a somewhat
static ccntrol environment, one that previously exists 'ahich
requires little action fxci the command/management/
supervisory personnel responsible for the function.
nevertheless, predetermined, structure and process is tut cne
small pcrtion of the overall dynamic management ccnticl
system.
HCC 56GQ. 31, implication and Printing Regulations,
provides fcr the review and subsequent certif icaticr that
directives (administrative controls) are current and reflect
the operations as actually performed in the organization.
additionally, the Marine Corps Manual, in paragraph 10 11-3,
provides that cemmanders shall "make or cause tc b€ made
such inspections as aie necessary to evaluate ali functional
areas of their commands and tc keep themselves informed, at
all times, of the overall cendition of their commands."
Reviews, like inspections, cannot be conducted by
seat-cf-the pants analysis, but rather by ambulatory manage-
ment vith active participation by those directly and indi-
rectly affected. Ihe dynamics of this management ccntxol
system encompass the entire organization and impact en the
static nature of administrative control. In order tc deter-
mine the effectiveness of the controls in a functional area,
an evaluaticn (management control review) must be made to
compare the performance of the individual tasks involved in
the functicnal area, as well as the functional area in toto,
*ith the predetermined standard- The evaluation shculd also
considen the reliability of the standard.
Ihere are many vehicles in the Marine Corps tc assist
commanders/managers/ supervisors in conducting evaluations.
Field Supply and Maintenance Analysis Office checklists,
Supply and Maintenance Assistance Office checklists
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(internal to some cocnards) , Inspector-General 3 arire Corps
checklists, self-inspection piogram checklists, and Marine
Corps Disbursing On-Site Examination Team (aCDOSEl) check-
lists are examples cf the many that already exist Khich
identify the critical areas for cosideration within iurc-
tions. The Naval Audit Service audit programs assist
management in conducting reviews of their functional areas
to evaluate established controls and areas where controls
nay he weak or missirg.
implementation cf a Management Control Program as a
post-factc concern tc organizational development is no easy
task- Ihe Marine Corps Manual clearly points out that
internal controls have always been part of a commander's
responsibilities. The General Accounting Cffice (GAC) has
published Standards for Internal C ontro l in the federal
Government which define the minimum acceptable guality of
interral ccrtrol systems and provide criteria against «.hich
systems will be evaluated. These standards also car be
considered techniques useful in developing a control program
and evaluating administrative controls as well as the
management control system.
As a result of significant research into the area of
control, ir general, the following conclusions relative to
internal administrative ccrtrol have been derived:
first,adninistra ti ve controls are those predetermined
controls that give purpose, direction and meaning tc the
crganizaticr; second, administrative control applies tc all
levels cf the organization, and management (at all levels)
is responsible for the controls being in place and
purposeful; and third, administrative controls are reflected
in three dimensions in the organization; as organization
controls defining structure and delineation of authority and
responsibility; as operating controls providing process and
procedures; and, as information system controls which tailor
the sjstem to promote effective decision-making.
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Administrati-ye controls have applicability to any orga-
nization that reguires purpose, direction and meaning, tut
they carrot be static and he effective. As a result of
environmental changes, personnel turnover, value charges,
and goal redirecticr, administrative controls must he
dynamic, thereby demaiding constant review and update. lhe
dynamics of administrative control preclude separation fiom
management control, and, as a vital part of the organiza-
tion, are intended to assist vice hamper management iE the
allocation of scarce iesources-
Ihe authors make the following recommendations for the
imple nentation of effective adiinistrative controls:
(1) tours for commanding officers should be of suffi-
cient duration to peimit a mere intimate knowledge of the
reguirements for organizational control and to permit the
adaptation of the aanagement information system to meet
their reeds;
(2) top- level aanagement must take a more active role
in estarlishing a positive control environment, necessi-
tating evaluations of both themselves and their subordinates
relative to this responsibility;
(3) managers at all levels must have increased input
into the design of management information systems to provide
them fcith feedback on the adeguacy of their controls;
(4) the management information system must have
built-in flexibility to permit the tailoring of the system
to meet changing management and environmental demands; and
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